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Tanimy Allbritten, Shaun Baker,
SEMIRNAUSTS — Semifinalists in the fair queen beauty pageant were,left to right,
Honchul.
Delores
and
Washer
Jaina
Pinner,
Felecia
Luanne Colson, Lesiee Grogan,Patricia Johnson,

QUEEN AND HER COURT — The 1978 Calloway County Ft Queen, Leslee Grogan (center) and her attendants,
Patricia Johnson, left, and Shaun Baker. Miss Grogan will reign over the Calloway County Fair which jets into full
•
swing Mon&y.
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-Miss Grogan
•New Queen Of
Calloway Fair
Miss Leslee Grogan, daughter of Mr.
4aillitirs.. Glen Grogan of Murray, was
crowned 1978 Calloway County Jaycee
Fair Queen after her selection bY-judges in a pageant at Lovett
Auditorium Friday night.
Miss Grogan was chosen from a field
of 19 candidates and was crowned by
last year's fair queen, Miss Paulette
Hooks.
Shaun Baker, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James Baker, was selected first
runner-up to Miss Grogan and Patricia
Johnson, daughter of Mrs. Pauline
Johnsnn and the late Clyde Johnson,
was chosen second runner-up.
Proceeds from the pageant, sponsored by the Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club, will go to the
Glenda Boone Memorial Scholarship
Fund and various local charities. Coairmen for -this year's contest were
Nanvi Walston, Sue Sperm and Judy
.
Muehlerw.
The beauty pageant kicked off more
than a week of fair activities which
_ continue this morning with a swim
at the Murray-Calloway County
Park pool.
Activities get in full swing Monsty-at
the Fairgrounds on Ky. 121 northwest of
the Murray city limits. A rabbit show
will be held at 5 p.m. Monday followed
by the official opening of the fair at 7:30

Buck

p.m. A demolition derby will be held at
8 p.ryk,.monday.
Eventi Tuesday include a HoLstein
--and Friesion cattle show set at 10 a.m.
and a 4 wheel drive pull set at 7:30 that
evening. The four wheel drive pull will
feature a $1,950 total purse.
On Wednesday, a Jersey cattle show
is set at 10 a.m. followed by an open
rabbit show set at 5 p.m. -Wednesday is also Family night at
the fair with free grandstands,
fireworks and a music show.
"Kiddies Day" starts at 1 p.m.
Thursday. Later that day a 4-H and
FFA dairy show will be held. And at 8
p.m. the second of two demolition
derbies will be held.
On Friday,a beef cattle show is set at
10 a.m."Family Night" is set for 5 p.m.
-while the open horse show for the
county fair will start at 7 p.m. That
show features 11 classes and $1,200 in
prize money.
Fair week ends Saturday with Farm
Bureau Day beginning at 10 a.m. A
horse and mule pull is set to begin at
9:30ain.frtractor pull set at 7 p.rn.'wll1
bring the day to a close.
In addition, displays and Judging of
agricultural entries and homemaker
items, along with a carnival midway,
will be offered throughout the week of
the fair.

•
W MISS CONGENIALITY — Miss Leah Hill, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
.Hill of Murray, was named Miss Congeniality at the Calloway County Fair
Queen pageant. The escorte-congratujating her are Randy McCallonlleft)
and Ricky Garland.

am Named Assistant-County Attorney

Calloway County Attorney Max
• parker, has, .appointecl David'
-.--Ettrckingham, - a local. attorney;
• assistant county attorney for Calloway
_ ;
— County.
Funds for a part time assistant
county attorney were approved by the
.Prosecutors Advisory Council in April
of this year, and the assistant county
attorney will be paid with state funds
beginning July 1. The assistant county
attorney will be required to spend a
minimum of 20 hours per "week
assisting the county attorney in
criminal prosecution.
Buckingham. 26 a Murray*native, is a
graduate of Murray High School,
Murray State University, and holds a
Juris Doctorate Degree from the
University of Louisville law School. He
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Buddy
Buckingham, who resides at 1717
Magnolia Drive, Murray.
"Under the-new court system," said
Parker, "the workload of the county
attorney's office has increased
dramatically. We are responsible for
-all criminal and traffic matters in the
Distriot Court." This means everything
„
in Calloway 'County and the City of
Murray,as well. Prior. to January 1, the
city has it's own police court and
proseculr as did Hazel, now
everything must be prosecuted'by .0111
office." "I have prosecuted t
proximately 1500 cases since January
in the District Court and arn pleased to
have some help. I believe David
NAMED ASSISTANT COUNTY ATTORNEY—Robert 0. Miller, right, Calloway County judge executive, swears in '
Buckinham will be an asset to the
David Buckingham- center, as -assistant county attorney of Calloway County. On the left is Malt Parker, Callossay
judicial system of Calloway County.
County attorney.

CONGRATULATORY HUG — The new Calloway County Fair Queen,.
leslee Grogan, receives congratulations and a hug from the 1977 Queen,
Paulette Hooks.
Photos by Jennie B Cordon

Man Shot And
Killed During
uabNe Friday
A Coroner's inquest is expected here
early next week in connection with the
shooting death of a Route 1, Dexter man
by a Calloway County sheriff's deputy
during an arrest attempt Friday afternoon.
Calloway tounty Coroner Tommy
Walker identified the victim as 63-yearold Jacob W. Mate' and the deputy as
Bobby Holmes of Hazel.
Walker pronounced the man dead at
his home in the "Duncantown area east
of Almo at 2:24 p.m. Friday.
Walker said Pickle was shot after
resisiting arrest and brandishing a
knife at Holmes and Calloway County
Sheriff Max Morris.
Morris said last night that he and the
deputy had a menacing warrant for
Pickel signed by his wife. He said the
iheriffs office rftstratir a .call about
1430 p.m. Friday to come to the Pickel
residence and arrest the man.
Morris ;aid when he and the deputy
arrived ori the scene, Picket WBS in hLs
pickup and attempted to back out of the
driveway.
Morris said he and the deputy tiled to
arrest him and during a scuffle Pickel
pulled what appeared to be a butcher

knife.
. The sheriff said he and the deputy
talked to Pickel at length, trying to get
him to come with them.
The sheriff said the man brandished
the knife at both he and the deputy and
when he lunged toward the deputy, the
man was forced to shoot him.
The sheriff said Pickel received at
least two verbal warnings from .the
deputy before the shooting. Morris said
the man was lunging toward the deputy
with his hand extended and the knife in
.
it
Walker said a six-person coroner's
jury will be called early next week, to
hear testimony in connection with the
Ahooting,.
Pickel's body was taken to Linn
Funeral Home in Benton where
arrangements were. incomplete early
today.

hot and humid
Partly.. sunny hot and humid
today. Highs in the upper 80s to
low Kis. Fair and mild tonight.
Lows in the low 705. Partly sunny hot and humid Sunday. •
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Saturday, July 8
Saturday,July 8
West Kentucky Jersey
Activities at Kenlake State
Cattle- Club show and picnic Park include Awareness Walk
will start at ten a.m. at the A. on hotel front lawn at nine
Carman Pavilion, College -a.m.; ice cream eating contest
on hotel patio room at one
Farm Road, Murray.
p.m.; junior fishing derby at
Pwilieht- Cabaret will hotel playground at two p.m.;
perform at old beach area at critter hunt at three p.m. and
Kentucky Dam State Park at critter race at 3:30 p.m. at
campground bathhouse;
830 p.m. ; •
bubble gun blowing contest at
Activities at Land Between 4:30 p.m. and-obstacle walk at
the Lakes Will.include 1'2 hour 6:30 p.m. at hotel front Lawn;
auto tour visiting beaver disco from eight p.rn,. to
hotell meeting
areas with discussion starting
at nine a.m.. fri: hour slide 1-00111.
presentation of one of the
-.1.ak¢side Singers will
lakes' most interesting
wildlife species, fallow dee. at perform at Kentucky Dam
two p.m.. and night visual of State Park at 8:30 p.m.
1 1 -: hour drive and discussion
Sunday, July 9
in search of More elusive
Jeffrey CemZtery will have
wildlife at 8:30 p.m., all to
its annual homecoming with
start at Center Station; Ian.preaching, at 11:30 a.m.
tern tour of The Elomeplace
followed, by basket dinner.
1850 at eight p.m.
Send donations to Troy C.
CogiiTer United nelltiettst --Parrish. Route „One. Dexter_
Youth Fellowship will have a
•
Lakeside Singers will be at
.
I - 7— slave day and for odd jobs call
Lake Barkley State Park at
489,2P.89—Or 489-2.371
•
A disco dance will be held at
the Kenlake Hotel from eight
:p.m. to midnight with Dennis
Crawford as disc jockey. A
:charge of fifty cents per
Person will be made.
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Activities at Kenlake State
Park will include arts and
crane-at recreation room at
ten a.m.; frisbee fling at hotel
front lawn at one p.m.; path
finder program at campground at two p.m.; trash
auction at 3:30 p.m. and
longest pop top chain contest
at 4:30 p.m., both at hotel
front; bunco at hotel ,patio
room at 6:30 p.m.; move
"Davy Crockett' at campground amphitheatre at
eight p.m.
•
Tuesday, July 11
First United Methodist
•
Women will meet at
ten a.m. at the Hale Chapel
. with executive board to meet
at nine a.m. and coffee to be
served at 9:30 a.m.

TWICETHE TERROR!
TWICE THE HORROR!
SATURDAY ^IIGHT- Super Star

JOHN TRAYOLTA
Turn• On
t. ARRIE IS" Supernatural P.,.t.'

441.
62

the 4.1mi

Twilight Cabaret will
perform at old beach house at
Kentucky Dam Village State_
P-aziLati:30
-

Swim guest day for lath to
12th grades will be held at
Daks Country Club.

1ST Feature Repented FRI. 8. SAT,

There IS
one honor
thoi goes

Activities at Land Between
the Lakes will include broom
making workshop at Empire
Farm from 12:30 to 4:30 p.m.;
open house at The Homeplace
1850 from'2:30 to 4:311 p.m.; 45
minute slide presentation
showing variety of wild
flowers at two p.m. ant 45
minute walk to observe the
summer wild flowers at three
p.m.. both at Center Station.

"CA RRIE"
RJ

Elm .Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet at 1:30 p.m.
at the home of Lavine Carter.

Each Feature
'Shown Once Nitely
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Ellis Center will be open
from ten ;Fn.to threep,m.for
activities by: the Senior

HARPERVIal
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BARBARA
EDEN

•

Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Dextertenter.
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Mr. and Mrs.- Howard B.Swyers

Former Murrayans Will
Be On Church Program

Mr. and Mrs. Howard B.
Swyers, graduate of Murray
State and former member of
the music faculty there in
- -1111maday, July A
Executive Board at' the_ 1942, are scheduled to be the
Warrisn's ChibTitinit featiired_ musicians—at - the
meet at 11:30 a.m. at ttie club homecoming of the First
Christian Church July 15716.
hothie.
Mr. Swyers conducted the
Reservations for trip by choir 'while they lived in
Rangers and Ftangerettes to 'Murray, and Mrs. Swyers
St. Louis, Mo., on July 12 played the organ and piano
should be made by today.
, and worked with the youth of
the church.
• Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Leaving Murray for the
the Health, Center, North warm winter seasons, he was
Seventh and Olive Streets, head of the music department
.of Palm_Beach High School for
Murray,at 7:30 p.m.
seventeen years and served as
Russell's CELipel . United principal until his relirment in
Methodist Church Women will 1970. The Swyers have two
meet at the church at 1:30 children.
p.m.
Donna, who was born during
their student year here and
Stream Stroll will start at -her
Steve
husband
three p.m. at Center Station in Aliapouhos, a dentist, will
Land Between the Lakes.
accompany her parents to

Open 8:00-Start 8:35

—

STOKES BOY

Kenlake 'State' Park activities will-include inter faith
worship 'services' at campground amphitheater at 8:30
a.m.;
closest-to-the-hole
Contest at golf course from
nine a.m. to five p.m.; water
balloon toss on hotel front
lawn at one p.m.: houdinis
packing crate escape in by on
east side of marina_ at two
p.m.; fermis -lesson on hotel
court at 4:30 p.m.; magical
mystery show on hotel
meeting room at seven p.m.;
movie, "Mighty Joe Young"
Mr. ane. Mrs. Robert at campground amphitheater
Harrison will have their 50th at 8:30 p.m.
wedding anniversary open
house at their home on Hardin
Basketball camp, Tennis
Route One from two to five
camp, and Computer Science
p.m.
workshop will all open at
Murray State University.

011URRAY
DRIVE

1117.- 15?e4z7i4-.
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AWIRARGAIN VITT

Winners For
Oaks Listed
Results of ladies day golf at
the Oaks Country Club.for the
play on .June 28 and Jul) 5
have been released 'by ladies
of the klub.
For play on July `5.nYlary
Bogard won in a play off after
a three way tie with Carolyn
Caldwell and Betty Shepard,
according to Murrelle Walker,
hostess.
Others
named
were
Murrelle Walker, first flight,
Doris. Rose, second flight,'
Wanda Brown, low putts,
Doris Johnson, blind hole, and
Mary Wells, most fashionable
golfer.
At the June 18th play Mary.
Bogard was the winner with.
Essie Caldwell, first flight,
Burlene Brewer, second
flight, Barbara McCuiston,
third flight, Virginia Jones,
low putts, Murrelle Walker,
blind hole, and Marilyn
Chatman, most putts, according to Ekirlene Brewer
hostess.

MICHAEL SCOTT THOMPSON, son of Mr. and Mrs.
John Paul Thompson of
Boaz Route One, and grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Dolphus Wilson of Almo
Route One and the late Rev.
and Mrs. Ernest Thompson,
has been accepted for the
1977-78 "Who's
Who
Among American 1:140
School- Students." He .
received the award for
academic
achievements
with only five per cent of
junior and senior high
school students in the nation,
to receive this award. He
will graduate with the class
of 1979 at Lone Oake High
School and plans a career in
the field of medicine.

Murray. The four of them do
specialty music and will
perform
the two-day obiervation of the 120th birthday
of the church. Donna and her
-husband - haveittio ,children
Mark, age 22, a recent
graduate in music and voice
from the University of Miami;
and Cyfidi, age 18, a student at
University of Iowa majoring
in medicine.
The Swyers'son, Jerry, was
also born - in- Murray. He is a
surgeon and practices in West
Palm Beach.. His- wife,
Andrea, is a native Floridian.
They have two boys, age 8 and
10 years.

Students Named To
Chase Dean's List
'Two students from Murray
have been named to the dean's
list for the past ,spring
semester at Salmon P. Chase
College of Law of Northern
Kentucky
University,
Highland Heights.
They are Richard W. Jones
and his wife, Vicki L. Jones.
Jones is the son fo Mr. and
Mrs. C W. Jones, 810 South
Sixteenth Street, Murray.

FREE BOOKLET
Do you have rheumatoid
arthritis?, Does someone you.
know? Find out about treatment for this potentially
crippling disease. Write for
"Rheumatoid Arthristis — A
Handbook for Patients,"
4vailable free from the
Kentucky Chapter of the
Arthritis Foundation, 1381
Bardstown Road, -Louisville
Kentucky 40204._
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—R e are pleased to announce that Denise Ray,
bride-elect
T,eril&tine. has selected her

-mottryntepirtir
our complete bridal
registry.
Denise and Terry will
be married July 29,
1(078.
•
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erli.Jones tt.t:
a
Diplomat, American Board
Of Opthalmology

Announces the Opening of

at
300 South 8th St.

Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-0374

By Appointment

orcing your aii conditioner to
work longerand longer, the heat
we're haying now is running up
your cooling costs. And you'll see it in next
month's electric bill.
To Crank down the cost of coolin6'1. Set your air conditioner at 78 degrees
or higher.
2. Drape out the afternoon sun.
3. Clean or replace the unit's filter at least
once a month.
4. Insulate your attic to at least R-19.
I.
'
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Phillips Speaks Ty
Kirksev Seniors
Bill Phillips was the
featured speaker at the
Friday pot-luck supper„af the
Kirksey Senior Citiiens, held
at the KIrksey United
Methodist Church. His topic
was on Citizen involvement
and input in the Senoir Citizen
programs in Calloway County
,
.,the chairman of
the Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens 'Board, the
newly-appointed represen
tative of Calloway and Mu
to the Purchase Aea
Development..District
Committee, and the qtyfat.
torney of Murray.
As a., proponent of legal
services for the elderly.
Phillips has lectured on that
subject at the University of
Kentucky. He has also acted
as consultant bo the State
Comission on Municipal
Statute Revision brought
before
the • Kentucky
legislature at its last session..
Phillips stated: "Onelsf the
important,goals of a senior
citizen organization is to
present a unified voice In
expressing common concerns
to our lawmakers."

-- Mr. and Mrs. Bobby R.
Stokes of 115 simIth 13th Street,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby boy, Justin Randle;
pounds,
six
weighing
measuring 18',2 inches, born
on Friday, June 23,_ at 1:01
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have another son,
Jeremy Dad, age four. The
father is employed at Vanderbilt Chemical Company,
Murray. .
Grandparents are Mr. anil
Mrs. Robert E.Stokes and Mr.
and Mrs. Wilson Lamb, all of
Mayfield.

PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Everett Bloodworth of
Murray has- been •'
from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Ludwig Larson of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
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There's no way to take the sting out of
the "turrimer sun. But by cooling sensibly,
you can keep the sting out of your electric
bill.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Persistent Backache Requires
Evaluation by a Physician

—,Frances Drake
FOR SUNDAY,JULY 9, 1978

hor4ex.,

SAGITTARIUS
Q. Mrs. L. B. writes to local back pain.(Nov. 23 to Dec721/
ask if backaches are be- formities of the spine may
• -hook for some changing
coming more common and first take place in children
situations. Be alert, ready to If anything new is avail- and may require profrestale quick action, and be guided
able in their treatment. sional care and the wearby procedures which have She observes that her hus- ing of a brace for awhile to
ARIES .
preyed successful in the past. band and several friends correct the trouble.
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20(
4r--Gaugewelf Do not overstress -CAPRICORN
Of course, the spine may
have chronic disability
one matter and underestimate ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Id
in
be injured as a result of
troubles
back
their
from
Study results of previous
another which coul0 be even
that chronic disease ( arttritis,
actions. If everything did not spite of the treatment
more important. Petit by
etc.) or trauma (as in a fall
followed.
has been
turn out as planned, profit by
experience. "
to the U.S. or an automobile acciAccording
A.
you
where
Improve
experience.
TAURUS
Public Health Srvice, dent),These conditions ligcan.
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
about seven million Ameri- Quire evaluation by a phyAQUARIUS
Hasty decisions and moves
cans are receiving active sician. Usually, the mancould be day's undoing. Help (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
agement of a systemic
A highly flexible attitude will treatment for chronic back
maintain truths and don't stray.
disease affecting the bones
the
with
deal
to
needed
be
from YOUR path. No deviating
Path.
various types of persons you
This disability may be can be relieved by medifrom sound opinions or letting
cines, local heat, and genmeet now. But listen quietly to slightly on the increase
down in standards!
all, analyze - and make up because it is more common
tle massage,as well as rest
GEMINI
your OWN mind. .
(May 22 to June 21)
among older,persons, and of the painful site. A fracPISCES
Here,. top, is need for careful
the population of this group ture from injury often,
decisions, but not fussiness. (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) n
society is growing. Also, needs a cast and a rest of
in
Neptune influences are not
That faithful tried-and-foundabout six weeks for healmany persons are
too helpful, but don't let this
true path for you!
ing, and later, the use of a
excessive
and
overweight,
deter you from trying for A-1
CANCER
contributing brace and a gradual inachievement. No good effort is weight is a
(June 22 to July 23)
crease of exercise.
back
chronic
to
factor
ever lost..
A day which can bend as you
t
F or_t up a t ely_,
_
..,direct.. hut. -one which. will
(pulling of a mussprains
net
are
problems
Kidney
an
are
TODAY
BORN
YOU
require quick thinking to keep it
cle or ligament) and
extremely practical individual, as commonly the cause of
from the losing column through
chronic pains'can be regenerally
is
meticulous in all your un- back pain as
neglect and I on unprofitable
lieved by rest and by sleepcase.
too
bethe
sometimes
to
but
,thought
dertakings,
detours.
ing. on a firm mattress,insistent that others_ be as
The back constitutes a
•
LEO
aspirin in reasonable
yourself.
as
scrupulous
anatomy.
our
of
finically
part
large
f- July 24 to Aug. 23)
arrfounts, weight loss, and
When they aren't, you are in- Sometimes-errors in develExchange ideas, meet with
clined to Stilk, worse yet to opment cause defective regular exercise to
associates, ask questions. These
engage in bitter argument. It's Joints that give rise to pain'. strengthen the muscles.
are some of the many stays to
important that you be More These can usUally be deThe "small" of the back
improve your position - in
tolerant of your fellowman, tected by X-ray. If the (lower lumbar region) is
• preparation for the week ahead.
realizing that each has his in-VIRGO
defect is in the lower, subjected to stress because
dividuality and cannot, at will,
(Aug. 24 to Sept 13)
part of the spine, of body weight. If the pain
larger
of
copy
become a carbon
Make the most of benign
is localized in the back, the
symptoms may
more
yourself. Generally speaking,
influences to bolster good will in
above_ mesures will often
occasionally
and
result,
however, you are loyal and
all relationships!. Just two
suffice. If pain extends
affectionate; have an intense surgery may be required.
admonitions: Curb restlessness
The curvatures of the down one of the lower
a
and
family
and
home
of
love
and don't express opinions
may be pressa
quiet but delightful sense of spine areimportant in giv- limbs, disc
unless specifically asked.
tissue. Again,
nerve
on
ing
when
actionspringy
sense
a
ing
keen
humor. You have a
of values- and -are willing to walking- Or runtitnyr.---1- 141P--=ast and time will usually
work unstintingly for things you action is designed to pre-.. bring relief. Occasionally,
A stimulating period, but
•
worthwhile. Fields in vent an excessive jarring -surgery is needed.
consider
don't let your enthusiasms
If backache persists for
which you could excel: writing of the spine and other
cause you to take on more than
I especially on -scientific or organs, especially ' the longer than two weeks
' you can handle. Easy does it!
without improvement, the
historical subjects), teaching, brain. Occasionally, these
SCORPIO
have
You
painting.
aril
should be evaluated
music
cause
become
may
curvatures
.
24
Nov.
22) MeV
to
(Oct.
an inventive mind, too, and exaggerated through use
by a physician so that
A good day for making imoften come up with truly or weak muscles and cause
appropriate treatment can
portant decisions, but weigh
remarkable ideas which benefit
be given.
them well! Move forward only
many. Birthdate of Henry
after careful and deliberate
Elias
historian;
Hallam, Eng.
imAvoid
forethought.
Howe, inventor of the sewingpulsiveness in speech, too_
'
machine.
What kind of day will
tasnOMari be/ To find out what
the-Mars say, road the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

and Agnes
Rho-Chapter
the
of
McDaniel
of Alpha Delta Kappa have
returned home after attending
the
of
meeting
the
ADK
of
Region
Southeastern
held at Asheville, N.C.
This was a workshop conBetty

ference concerning the work
and alturistic activities of the

organization.

JAMB ALEX CLAYTON, son of Mr. and Mrs. lames I/
Clayton, 1304 Olive Boulevard, Murray, is attending a
seminar in piano teaching at George Peabody College
School of Musk in Nashville, Tenn. Clayton is a graduate
of Murray High School and received a B. A. degree in Applied Piano
. from David Lipscomb College, Nashville,
Tenn., where he was a student of France Hall Crutcher.
The Murray man will receive his M. A. degrre in applied
piano as a student of Dr. Kanwischer at George Peabody,
and is a member of the faculty at Belmont College, Nashville, Tenn., teaching private piano and key board harmony. He is song director for the Rosebank Church ,,of
Christ in Nashville, Tenn,

(Sept. nit.--oet.-Isr 4n_7

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
- FOR MONDAY,JULY 10, 1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
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ARIES
1,
_s Mar.' 21 to Apr. 20, grer-Be neither too gullible nor too
Skeptical. Several suggestions
may be offered - some good,
some otherwise. Be objective,
• impersonal in your judgment.
TAURUS
( Apr.421 to May 21) til€1377:.
decisions,
Important
research, experimentation are
left to your discretion now.
Therefore, everything must be
carefully worked out EAFFORE
taking action.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Neither look for trouble, nor
believe it won't come if you just
look the other way. Face up to
situations and you won't fool
yourself or find problems as _
difficult to solve
CANC'ER
( June 22 to July 23) eti2)
Especially favored now:
advancement in electronics,
research, scientific pursuits,
medicine and humanitarian.
activities.
LEO • - ( July 24 to Aug. 23)
Discretion and secrecy may
be your Most important tools if
you are aiming for some
unusual financial objective. Let
•
past experience guide you.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to SepL 23
Dividends indicated from
past good work and interest in
progressive methods. There
may be some t'omplex
situations but, with astute,
judgment, you can solve them.
LIBRA
I Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) sOen,
Ease up on striving, expansion, spending, if you have
been in high gear But, otherwise, an extra spurt here,a wise
penny spent there, can be timeand money-savers.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ikeV
Try to put over your ideas but
not too hard, or you May lose

4afg

the attention of others by
seaming .to dictate. Let your
cooperate
willingness to
dominate.
SAGIITARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec.21)
Enthusiasm, as well as

Dropout in Trouble
Warns Other Teens

grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Claude Steele of Murray
Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Burton Route Eight and Mr. and Mrs.
of Murray Route Three are the Hayden Bogard of Dexter
parents of a baby girl, Denise Route One.
June, weighing six pounds
11L-2 ounces, measuring 19 Ns
MISS YOUR PAPER?
inches, born on Sunday, June
25, at 4:22 a.m. at the MurraySainalbars wbo two sat
- Calloway Couritygospital.
ramimil liar bowo-dolivored
copy of The Alorroy Lodior &
another
have
They
?Wog by 5:30 p.se. Mao*.
daughter, Pamela Jean, who
friday of by 3:38 p. n. ow Saturwill be four on August 14. The
days aro owl* to col 753-1916
father is employed at Parker
&Owego 5:31p. la. alai 6 p.m.,
'Popcorn Company.
Riewley-Peiiry, * 3:30 p.m.
- Paternal grandparents are
mail p. w. Sotorasys, to lure
Mr and Mrs. Homer Beall and
,ildlirery al Ow wowepapor. Celt the late Otho Burton of
mot be pieced by 6 p.n. v.8Eight.
Murray ' Route.
4 p.n. Sateriwys Si
Maternal grandparents are
owwwitoWtholivory.
Mr. and Mrs. Odell Hicks of

59713 by Ch,capo tribune N Y News Syne

trv;v161

on'd

.tintinfris Irons lour.cam iecrilreerirri

•

Leila rind David Hill
he .married

fogy* 12..

husbaqd's.
IITVadn't accidentally found out that he did this to other
widows; I might- have gotten even more seriously involved
than I did. And it would have cost me a lot of money. ten
Please print this as a 4,ari ing1ibThiTipectint 471110-w.
HOUSTON READER

DEAR READER: Forewarned is forearmed. Thank for
writing.

ion

The ShoPhase

I

-or

Popp, Mr.
Darnell, Mr. and. Mrs., Jack
Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Folsom, Mr. and Mrs. Edsel

Beale, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Persall, Mr. and Mrs. Allen
and'MrtJisii
Jones;-Armbruster, and Mrs. and
Mrs. Kenneth Jackson.

lie wept...wed

segt•ted

crystal from

i
1

i

._
%wet of
Do you wish phi had more friends? For the
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular;
You're Never Too Young or Too Did." Send $1 with a
eelf-eddreseed, ;tamped 128 eents1 envelope to Abl” 132

Lasky Drive,Illeverly4 Hills, Calif. 90212,

night If no winner, ameoftt will bre
added to meat night's drawing*.

'

utinown,

Saturday, July Mk, MI
8 30 o m - Swim Meet
Murray City Pork Pool
111eitlay,"holy MUM
_
.4-F4 Rabbit Show
- 3-00 p m

-7 30p m -- Official Opening
8 00.p m. - riemolibon Derby
Tuesday, July 11,1513
10 000 rn. -- Holstein 8 Friesion Cattle Shoo,
4- Wheof Drive Pull
7 30 p m
Wednesday,July 12, 1178
10 00 o m.- Jersey Cattle Show
Open Rabbi/ Show
5 00p
Family Nit* -- FREE
7.39p.m
Groriditonds - Fire Works --- Music Show
Tlnersday, July 13, 1111.1 . •
Loop m
Kickfiss Day
4144 FFA Dairy Show
6 00 p m
Deenolitio9 Derby
8 00 p m
Friday, July 14, MI
I oo 0 m.- Beef Cottle Shows
Family Night
5 00 p m.
7 30 p frt.- Horse Show
9 30o rn----Ifforse 8 Mule Pull
Trottor•Pull
7 00 p m

has i
and

corn pieso

-Jo Beth and Pat isilf he
marriedAiigis;t .1. 1978.

The Shacase

i

Saturday, July 14, 11178
Bureau Day
• o oo 0 m

our

bridal registry.

. Program of Events

each night to $5011.00
0'OrIlk Only°reining
one ticket will be drawn each

iI1

elect of Pat Robertson.
her Stainless

i

July 10-15th
- • i3,000.00 Give - a - way -

Representi ng
Federal Kemper
Insurance Company

that ..lo WO Nont....14/. brute-

Murray Route Three. Great

Gigantic

Activities included luncheons,
breakfasts, banquets, tour of
the Biltmore House ,at
Asheville, N.C., and thg
production of "Unto These
Hills" at Cherokee N. C.
Enroute . home Mrs. Riley
and Mrs. McDaniel toured the
National Beta headquarters'at
Spartanburg,'S.C. Mrs. Riley
is the Beta Club sponsor for
the club a Calloway County
High School where she teaches
and is Ws() a past Kentucky
Beta sponsor.
Mrs. McDaniel'is a retired
Southwest
at
teacher

ad leikli w-11-1,1 seilksa irifrvii-m trilr'w w-lind irdir-ai1
t
ll
a

inc.

DEAR ABBY: I am a 16-year-old girl who has been in
generally stimulating day.
trouble ei.?er since I can remember. In the last two years I
CAPRICORN
rDec. 22 to Jan. 201 10
habe been kicked out Of seven schools My trouble started.
Control emotions, a desire for
when I began to skip school, make up lies, etc. I lost my
luxuries. Don't shift from one
temper and hit a teacher and had to fa'ee an assault charge
plan or activity to another__ last month. .
ithout reason. Don't make
My parents have disowned me,and I will probably spend
promises you can't keep and
‘tiv remainder of my teen years in institutions and group
don't aim for the unreasonable'
homes. (Right now I'm in Booth Brown Hall in St. Paul,
AQUARIUS
Minn.
,
(Jan. 21 to C'eb. 19)
.Even though I want terribly to finish high school and go
Not a spectacular day, but
to college, I don't have any high school credits.
friendly for eduational and
hope there will be room 'in your column to print this
_
individual advancement; raise
to teenagers who are on their way to having the
message
for experimenting,
of problems I am now facing.
kind
e
--lam
straightening out complications
to make something of your
and making long-range plans. " If any of you teenagers want
lives, please stay in school and make the best of it-Going to
PISCES
school is much easier than sitting behind locked doors
( Feb. 20 to•Mar. 201 KC76.
watching the rest of the world live and learn, and wishing
Search for a more distinctive,
more helpful way to push ybur
you could.
FINISHED AT 16
interests. They can be handled
with greater ease if you depend
on your.own judgment.
DEAR 16: Your letter bears an important message for
other teens. But don't abandon your hopes for college. If
YOU BORN TODAY are
you really want to go. you can get those credits by working
conservative, idealistic and
hard, and with determination you can also work your way
extremely practical in carrying
through college. Nobody is "finished" unless she quits
out the constructive ideas which
trying.
are uniquely your own. You
have a keen sense of justice, an
DEAR ABBY: I agree with the advice yotegove to that
urgelor reform and a gift for
who said her husband kept all his money in the
woman
oratory These are posiierful
It's not a very good idea to keep too' much
refrigerator.
traits and, properly developed,
However, I think you should have told
hand
on
cash
cold
ran make_ you the community
she should keep his money in the
that
husband
her
stalwart you were meant to be.
freezer, so if anybody hit him up for a loan, he could
You are highly principled and
tiuthfully say, "Sorry, but all my assets are frozen."
expect others to be likewise;
J.V.O. IN SUN CITY, ARIZ.
become
completely
disillusioned when they aren't.
DEAR IV:G.: If it's not a good idea to keep too much
Fields which would be excellent
assets
cold cash on hand, it's•vickse idea to keep one's
outlets for your talents: writing,
to
teaching, the law, science,
frozen And with inflation climbing, it could be painful
asset
frozen
a
on
Traits
long
medicine and lecturing.
sit too
to conquer: obstinacy, jealousy,
hypersensitivity. Birthdate of:
DEAR ABBY: When my husband died six mocths ago, a
Wm. Blackstone, renowned
very nice-looking man at tended the funeral. He said he had
writer on law; David Brinkley,
been a very good friend of my husband's. I never saw the
TV. news commentator.
man before, but he couldn't have been nicer to me. He kept
(0Ire Rift Features Syndicate, Inc
calling on me to keep me company in my sprror, and I
invited him over for Sunday meals and so on. I will leave
out a lot of tietails because they are rather personal, hut
here is what. I want to get across:
It turned out that this man had never known my
newspapers
husband! He makes a practice of reading the
e late 'droved to.ataout whets funerals are, how old the deceased was,
find
to
-•
where he lived, the number of children, some of the lodges
trattnee that Lev, &vain.
he belonged to, etc Then he ,calls on the widow to get
bride:elert of. Ihrrid
acquainted, saying he had been a good friend of her
Pottery.

BURTON GIRL

the meeting held June 26 to 29.

Calloway Elementary School
and is public relations and
A group of Mtirray Shriners, publicity chairman for the
their wives, and guests at- Kentucky' ADK group. Mts.
is corresponding
tended a dinner and dance Riley
for- the lc%
secretary
,
South
in
Born
-et-the
meeting
Fulton, Tenn., on Saturday, ADK.
June 17. They made the trip by
chartered bus.
Insurance.
Those attending were Elva
Ask us about
Rogers, Leroy Todd, Morris
the new •
Silbrey, Mr. and Mrs. Bub_
comprehensive
Stacey, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Multi-Medicar*
policy.
Morris; Mr. and Mrs. Cliff
Finney, Mr. and Mrs. Claude
Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Anthony
Bob Bonney
Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Freed
107 N. 4th
Bob
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Cotham,
753-4937
and Mrs: Gene

By Abigail Van Buren

competence, must be properly
channeled to be effective. Do
not go to extremes on this

_Smith. halt Aeleuted 'her

"Tomorrow's

Dimensions" was the theme of

urtticbti

RAY

Riley

i
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Echoes From The Past II, Judi. Nieuwe
• I Calarn-n al historical and genealogical
tinectitars. Atari" andfamilt" nate...1

Looking Back
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10 Years Ago
Marine Major John Hudson nits been
awarded his ninth air medal while

News ClipsiFrom 1934

iet
. elude
:
ril
e:Inin
rvirLsts
i inreVpo
SeDe

Charlie W.
McIntosh, Dillard Holcomb, age 62,
Estelle Moorehead, and Joe L. Pritchett, age
ri
s, woman's fast pitch softball team here, will represent the state
of Kentucky in regional play of the
National Fast Pitch Softball Aug. 7-11
at Pekin, M., according to Shirley
Wilfred, coach.
Births reported include a boy, Mithcell Grant, to Mr. and Mrs. James
Ronald Jackson on June 29.
Miss Sherry Lynn Thacker, daughter
of the Rev. and Mrs.T. A. Thacker, was
married to John Danny Bonchillion, son
of Mrs. Ruth Bonchillion of Memphis,
Tenn., on June 29 at .the Memorial
Baptist Church, Murray.

Anyone who likes history' or who
Blood River vicinity Signboards announced the business and an elaborate
simply enjoys repeniscieg,attiut the
•'good old days" should discover the
code of rules of behavior for employees
and visitors, even telling the men to
joys of microfilm. One of my favorite
eastimes is to spend a few_ hours ip the
take off their hats and be polite to the
ladies, was hung..on a tree..
- Special Collections section of the MSU
"The accused preacher declared he
library, poring .over the microfilms of
was through with making whiskey and
old'newspapers. There are newspapers
intends to continue preach
collected there that go back into the
Many of the early. artlil1es are
1800s, including a few local ones.
marked with a dry form of hinnor
I have recently been going through
which makes them interesting rea thng
old copies of the Cadiz Record, hunting
for example, when announcing the
aid obituaries; this job is considerably
death of Mr. Pullman of Chicago; who
lengthened by my being sidetracked by
invented the railroad Car named for
other news items from the past. One
him, the paper commented, "he took
example is the following,from the April
out of the world with him everything
17, 1934 edition, entitled "Preacher
Contracts for work on the county high
that he brought into it."
Advised to keep on Preaching,"
schools were awarded by the Calloway •
A large portion of the early papers
."A preacher accused of moonshining
County Board of Education to Eurie
was composed ef articles clipped from
. was advised by Judge-tharles Dawson
Warren aixiCar.ney.Audru4 according.
District-Court to Staek- -to- _other- journalse-these -were of to Buron Jeffrey, superintendent of
sational nature generally. However, the
preaching'or he 'might get a chance to
Calloway County Schools.
. November 1934 Record included a
be chaplain in the penitentiary.' .
• Deaths reported include Mrs. Guy
•
notice taken ,from a Gallatin County,
-The Reverend Adolphus Walker was
Steely, age 44.
Tennessee paper which I first thought
"Smell You're imagining things!"
charged .with .,eoperating the 'Center
A contract for the city of Murray to
Ridge Distilling Cie' in Calloway. wes a joke, and then realized that it had
use the ,technical planning services
been put th the Gallatin County paper in
County, the largest whiskey making
offered by the Kentucky Board of
earnest. It reads es follows
outfit ever discovered by prohibition
Economic Development was signed last.
-This is to notify Gallatin County
raiders in.West Kentucky.
night by the Murray Planning Compersons that are figuring on attending
"At the • last term of court the
mission.
the World's Fair and sponging on J. B.
,Reverend Mr. Walker who subsequent
. Births reported include a boy, Robert
Barker and family while there and then
-to his arrest took up preaching, was
Hardin, Jr., to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
sentenced to a year and a day, but come back.and tell people they stopped
Hopkins on June 9.
„
at the Palmer House, had jest as well
- sentence was suspended till today.
Miss Patricia Anne Twine, daughter
save
their fare. Because Barker- and
Judge Dawson probated the entire
of Mr. and Mrs. Barney Edward Willa
wife and son are in Gallatin County for
sentence, only uttering his word of
•
of Dyersburg, Tenn., was married to
several weeks and their home in
warning. .
• NEW YORK( AP)- Anyone who can
While average income rose 42.2
forecast for rising -consumer prices for
James Hunter Love, son of Mr. and
Chicago is padlocked. Barker says he _ remember the nickel candy bar has a
"Bert Dyer, a young man jointly
all of 1978.
percent from 1972 to 1977, after paying
Mrs. Hunter Love of. Murray, at the
bought one-way tickets the day the fair
accused with Walker of conspiracy to
If that occurs it will be the biggest
good Working definition of inflation:
for necessities and taxes, the DRI study
Cumberland Presbyterian Church,
opened."
_
violate the national prohibition law was
less for more.
consumer price increase since four
finds that consumers have 2.2 percent
Dyersburg, Tenn.
That's ---iffe---7WassisioneMU:
given a 6 month probated sentence,
Just
mod-I- more was illustrated i --.-years ago-when inflation•pushed conless real '-`-diserseienary" income now
problems.
f"The distilling plant was found in the
sumer prices up 12_2 percent during the
by a Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
than they did five years earlier.
study last year that calculated the 'Arab oil embargo.
Price increases in the period have
Over one hundred girls are attending
If that sounds bad, economic studies
effect of relatively mild inflation of 5
averaged about 40 percent for all
the Girl Scout pay Camp being held at
show that the effect of such price inpercent-- or about half the current rate
consumer goods, but food rose nearly 52
the Murray City . Park, according to
- over a period of 45 years.
flation in recent years has been even
percent; medical costs about 48 perMrs. Make Overhey, director of the'
worse for most consumers because of a
A sampling of the prices: a gallon of
cent, utilities 60 percent, and shelter,41
camp.
double-squeeze on marketbasket goods .percent.
--milk, $12.49; a pound of peanut butter,
_
Wilma Levine, Patsy.' Rowland,
and higher taxes.
$12.13; a dozen gradeiA eggs- $7.64; a
Some member' s of Congress also are
William MeElrath, Joanne Smith,
onepourel fryer $4.40; and four rolls of
Inflation hits harder --at necessities
taking a new look at the results of the
Barkely Jones,Thomas Adams, Ronald
than the overall Consumer Price Index
toilet paper, $7.10.
bracket creep in taxes. For years that
Churchill; Jr., J. Pon eMcDougal,
. ,
reflects, eating up'a bigger portion of
The prospect of such prolonged inhas provided a bonus in revenue to
Bonnie Kingins,
Cain, and Ruth
. By HUGH A. lotfIRLIGAN.. •
family', income. But even those wage
resembled a pair of gift wrapped anflation no longer seems so unlikely in
grivernment,allowing it to have more to
Osborne, all of Murray, are in the casts
AP Special.Corregiildied
view of the persistent trend of rising
tlers. He wore a white satin smock,
earners who have managed to get
spend and still periodically enact tax
or on the production staff of the
RIDGEFIE1.13: Conn. (AP) — A. African beads, loud yellow checked
prices over the last 30 years. For a
raises to -keep up with inflation find
eats.
program of one act plays to be
distillery in County'Cork has launched trousers and rhinestone studded sanvariety of reasons - huge government
themselves subject to a bigger tax bite
While some consider the process
presented
tonight at the college
"Irish whiskey poetry competition"-' dals.
spenth`nethe influenCe'of international
as their income pushes them into
economically sound, because it tends to
auditorium, Murray State College.
under the beguiling slogan, "if there's
trade and the difficulty of lowering
brackets with higher tax rates, even
.slow spending through higher taxes at a
Miss Jessie Frances Williams,
poetry in your soul, we'll bring it out."
"Who's thht?" I asked.
wages in times of recession- - prices
though their spending poweremay not, time of worsening inflation, an indaughter
of Mrs. Mary E. Williams,
•
Every entrant, regardless of the
"That's a famous Irish poet,"
don't fall as easily as they rise. -‘-‘..•
have changed at all. -'
flation-indexing system adopted by
•
was married to Hilbert Mattingly; son
ptwity of his verse or the condition of his someone said.
For the first six months of this year,
According to one calculation, if
Canada a few years ago is getting close
of K. C. Mattingly of Scaramento, on
Ryer after suitably lubricating the
"Ode who isn't!" remarked Conn
consumer prices- have been rising at an
Congress made go changes in current
attention in some Washington quarters.
June 12 tit the First Baptist Church.
, wellsprings of his creativity, will
Howard, who was then the. embassy
annual rate of 10 percent largely betax laws, inflation of 6.5 percent would
Rep. Willis Fe Gradieon, ROhio, has
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Sullen) and son.
receive an "Honorary Irish Poet" press officer and later the'!rise consul
cause of rising food pi-tees and the
push a family making $25,000 a year
about 80 cosponsors for one of several
Ralph, Jr., of Monongah, W. Va., are
certificate.
in Boston.
impact of the decline of the dollar on
now into the 50 percent bracket by
bills designed to automatically adjust
the guests of her patents,. Mr.. and Mrs.
Now if there's one thing Ireland needs
foreign trade. This past week in its mitc
19905.
for inflation in tax rates. Gradison
A. J. Suiter.
you
Still,
can't blame the lads
like a hole in the bog, besides another
year review the Carter administration
"Consumers today are faced with the
argues that the extra revenue governanywhere for wanting to be Irish poets.
"The Bride'Goes Wild" starring Van
diAllery, it's another Irish poet.
forecast some slowing of such torrid
no-win propgsdion ... because they rind
ment collects because inflation has
Johnson and June Allysen is showing at
In Ireland,•-where ironically they speak
A few years back I chenced to attend
price rises in the second half of the year
first :Viet their real after-tax income
swollen incomes an unlegislated tax.
the Variety Theatre.
the purest Engltsh, the bard always has
a `Christmas party at the embassy in
but acknowledged that the outlook for
has eheunk and second that selective
In other business developments this
been
a man apart and of -parts.
London that the. Irish government
the full year looks worse than it
price inflation has increased the cost of
past week:
In ancient Gaelic Ireland, the bards
keeps hidden out on Grosvenor Place,
previously believed.
necessities .in their market basket,"
-The Carter Administration forecast
wrote the laws and compiled the
not far from Her Majesty's digs.
Preliminary cleating on the site of
It increased to 7.2. percent - a jump
says a recent study by Data Resources
slower
economic growth this year and
genealogies, putting them into verse for
. In the reception line, which after the
the
Gilbertsville Dam in Marshall
of almost a full percentage point - its
Inc., a Lexington, Mass., private
next,
largely because of inflation
easier remembering. The -Will of
'___convenient Irish manner was also the
County began July 5 while hundreds of
forecasting company.
problems.
It
reduced
its
estimate
of
Cathair Mor," from the Book of-Rights,
.like.br the bar and the men shurldng
real Gross National Product this year- job seekers swamped the otherwise
-, By JAMES GERSTENZANG
an early Irish masterpriece, is an
oysters,lurched a broo.ding,eintense
•
small village to be in on the opening up
to a 4.1 percent rate of growth from its
Associated Press Writer
example of this legal lyricizing.
ybung man with a great shock of red
of the $112,000,000 project.
-earlier 4.7 percent projection. For next
The poets outranked the warriors
.hair piled high, parted in the middle
Dr. Hal Edward Houston, younger
year,
the
White
House
forecasts
4.3
because in Celtic society, as in Ireland
and tied with two green ribbons, so they
son
of the late Dr. Edward Brent
percent growth, instead of 4.8 Percent.
today, a deadly jibe was more apHouston, and Dr. Coleman J. McDevitt
Those figures are still mo_re:p_ tiTstic
preciated than a lethal blow. In olden
. than many private forecasts which tall --alltouisville, have ioiried with Dr. Hugh
times the bard was credited with
V.Houston and Dr. Henry M. Carney as
for about 4 percent growth this year and
magical powers and thought to be
-p
bpdelans at the Keys-Houston Clinic3 percent next.
capable of killing a Man with satire and
-Weipital.
-.The
government
said fall prices at
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placed Carter's former appointments
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Wholesale prices or all goods rose 0.7
product, would do well to remember
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The
world's
largest Program (STAP), a joint
technical data bank stands effort between the
University
ready - to assist Kentucky of Kentucky and NASA.
business and industry, and in Kentucky business
and
some instances the assistance industry, as well as state and
is free.
local government, are invited
Technical data, collected to submit requests for data;
from more than eight millon and if the information is
reports and documents ac- available from stored reports
.cumulated by the National and documents which were
Aeronautics and Space paid for by taxpayers' dollars,
Administration, along with the information is supplied
contributions from public and without charge. Fees are
private research groups, is charged
for
specially
available through tile State requested computer time in
Technology
Applfcations private data banks, hard

SANK NOTES
Because anyone can
print paper "money" .
easily, good paper
money will he accepted
at face value only when
issued by a government
which is in a sound,
stable condition.

by Bill Boyd

Lit usadvise you on money matters. We're experienced in solving financial problems.
4
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Several other Kentucky
companies have been able to
apply technology developed
by NASA to their operations.
Kentucky Electronics, Inc.,
Owensboro, used NASA
technology to improve two key
production --steps in the
manufacture of color TV
components.
Mason & Hanger-Silas
Mason
Co.,
a
large
engineering- firm based in
Lexington, used
NASA
technology on • a sewage
system project in New York
City which required freezing
ground. around excavation
points to provide soil stability.
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From Fishing Boats
to
Cabin Cruisers

7 1

,

SOLD

Recently
Murray's
restaurant scene has seen a
very farnilar face come back
to greet,those who eat out on a
regular basis.
A slap on the back and a big
friendly smile are the trade
marks of Larry McCarty the
new food and beverage
director of Murray's Holiday
Inn.

The Best Protection
Comes From Us

Call 753-4451

_
Travis
eilimeem000e*oiooe••••••••••••••
•
Attends
.THE BUSINESS MAN'S
Conference :
rry M

Free Estimates
Best Quotes In Town!

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance
Von Heverstock

•
•
•

HONOLULU,
David
Travis. a resident of -Murray,
Ky. and :a Northwestern
, „Kauai Life agent, was among
some 3,500 members of the •
MilliOn Dollar Round Table
(MDRT gathered here for:
this exclusive life insurance
sales' organization's annual
.conference. With delegates
representing 44,*• countries
around the world, the..MDRT
meeting was the largest, most comprehensive sales forum in
.' the life insurawe_industry. _

FRIEND

FOR All YOUR,OFFICE NEEDS!
*Office Machines *Celcatefors-*Desk Sets
*Complete Office Ensembles

TWIN LAKES OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC.
(.,- 9
314 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
753-0123

- We at the

Bank of Murray
offer our

Fee Fail Rieke On The Sale Of Year Rome,
LW With Kopperad Really.

Congratulations

BiNNETT & ASSOCIATES
Group Insurance Specialists
Serving West Kentucky S. Tenn.
Representing

GOLDEN RULE LIFE INS.co
Phone: 753-7273

During the six-day meeting,
40 of'the world's top producing
agents discussed subjects
of vital concern both to-the
public and those in the life
Insurance field. The program
several
featured
nationally poted speakers
-intluding the Governor of
Maine and a health and
exercise expert. .

H.David Travis
James Love
Larry McCarty

Love's
Suggestions _
Rewarded

ay will be
than eight
again earlier
g to a vote
ounty Flcal
Clonton, G.
son, G. E.
. G. Denham,
with J. W.
• this week
an to Simon
Anna Estilee
on June 30.

Health has
Our farm insurance covers you

from-financial loss when nature
plays havoc with your property.
Get the facts now!

James H. Love, son of
Mr. and Mrs. ifunter-Love,
Murray, has been awarded
$507.50 for suggestions
presented by him at the
Huntsville: Ala., Army Arsenal where he has been an
engineer since 1956. Love Is
With the engineering lab and
his suggestion along with the
work of Phillip W. McGregor,
who also received the same
financial award. Was the use
of metal dummies in place of .
training rounds in tests of
wire-bound munitions containers. Love is a graduate of Murray High School, attended
Murray State University for
two years: and graduated With
a degree in engineering at the
University of Kentucky,
Lexington. He is married to
the former Patricia Twila of
Dyersburg. Tenn., and they have two sons, Timothy. age
16, and Mark, age seven.

"That% right! I got my new
car financed from the
place I got my Shield..."

No Obligation
Free Estimates

j•

The

Gene Landolt
--Insurance
Agenoy

I

will be in a new location as of Monday,,
July 10, 1978.
The new location is in the Hartland:
Building,304 North 4th-St., Murray.
.
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Exchange
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Paris at Long John Silvers.
McCarty has since been
named restaurant manager at
the-Holiday Inn.
McCarty seemed very
happy to be associated with
the restaurant and staled',
"We try to promote an atmosphere that everyone can
feel comfortable in and-this
seems to be the reason many
people come to out'restaurant,
Many - people
may just to enjoy a good meal and
remember McCarty !sire his relax in the quiet."
eleven years at Jerry's
In commenting about the
restaruranf,' also of Murray. restaurant business McCarty
fact.liegarty-bee4tist.,alsout—etategr41.114e4tan4.--Alwa-fine--grown up in the restaurant restaurant without fine 'ern
business. "I started out at 14- ployees working and pulling
years-old busing tables at the together, and I feel like I have',
Roberson's Hi-Burger, I then some of the best working for' .
went to Scotties, which is now me. Like the Holiday Inn tag
Trenholmns, and finally reads, 'the
most rte.:
settled at Jerry's for the next comodating people in the. '—
eleven
years,"
stated world.'"
McCarty. McCarty then left
Bern and raised in Murray
Jerry's to go into business for . McCarty is a graduate of
himself and when those plans Murray High ,School and
fell through he worked in presently single.

lr;

Billy Murano

. will speak at
y 21 and at

-13414i SSP!WA*

it saves a lot of people
from re-inventing the wheel,'
says one man whose firm has
used NASA technology.
When a request for
assistance is received, staff
members of the SYAP office
in Lexington search their
computerized information
files and obtain research
information
about- the
problem. The staff analyzes
the application of the research
findings, organizes the findings and recommendations
along
with
supportive
material and presents them to
the inquirer. Information
provided is on a Confidential
basis
Technology sharing also in
provided through companies
that have government contracts; Union Carbide, which
has a plant in Paducah, is an
example.
The company began its
technology;sharing program
in 1970 by. issuing quarterly
bulletins to private industry
throughout. .the state and
country which briefly outline
recent developments by Union
Carbide.
Persons interested in additional information May
contact UK-NASA STAP at
109 Kinkead Hall, UK,
Lexington, Ky. 40506.
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copy documents or data
analysis:
"We - don't
promise
miracles," says Bob Barnes,
who handles requests from
business and industry, but he.
not** thittopthe program. has
, been able/4 assist eriuMber of
firms in the state since it
begaq operating last year.
For 'instance,, the program
supplied information to a
western Kentucky firm which
requested.market data about
its product so it could better
target its sales efforts. The
program alsa--DeSisted a
central:Kentucky company in
implementing the selling of a
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FOOTBALL CAMP-Brad Bryon (left), Murray, learns passing
techniques during Murray State University's annual Summer
Youth Program. football coach Dan Walker (right) stands by to
give Bryan instructions. The football session of the program was
held on the campus June 25-30.

FOOTBALL CAMP-The technique of a three-point stance in football is demonstrated by Randy Scarbrough, on 8th
grade student
at East Elementary in Murray, with instruction offered by Murray state assistant football coach Dino Paparella. The
instruction
in the fundamentals of football is port of Murray State University's annual Summer Youth Program. The football
session, under
the direction of the Racer coaching staff, was held on the campus June 25-30.
Photos By Berry Johnson

Borg And Conners Square Off Today

FOOTBALL CAMP-Murray State assistant football coach
Ditto
Paparella offers advice on the fundamentals of the
stance to
Dwight McDowell, a senior at Murray High School, as
part of instruction during Murray State University's annual Summer
Youth
Program. The football session, under the direction of the
Racer
coaching staff, was held on the campus June 25-30.
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Navratilova Outguns Evert For Title At Wimbleton

. " -i '
'BY•bVINSOR DOBBIN
- " . The - player who stood
Borg, also top-seeded, must not satisfied with my game."
pressure now.
against Vitas Gerulaitis — a not a classic. But with more,".the 23-year-old Evert
AP Sports Writer
between Borg and the coveted .
But from humble beginnings
WIMBLEDON, England third title was Jimmy Connors fear a similar result today. MY be this never happens match that was expected trip - Navratilova winning her first said:"The desire IS there but
But while Evert sometimeS - a tough five-set victory over , to me again in my life," he five sets - he won the second appearance in the final here, it the Intensity is not the same."
AP) - There have . been _ whom Borg beat in last
looked
unequal
- to Victor Amaya in the first said. "I have never. felt this and third . sets with consum- was not dull.
- occasions during the past twe year's final.
Later Navratilova an7Navratilova's ferociOus desire-- round - Borg's game has hind of feelingbefore*
weeks when Bjorn Borg felt , .In the women's final
mate ease after saving a set
Navratilova made many nounced that she was trying to
Friday,
21. ,to win, there waslittle doubt grown in stature. .
..- that he would not achieve his Martina Navratilova
to me agarn in my life," he point in the first set.
errors, but she always was get her family. out of
, the
Against Okker, Boil Owed said. "I have never felt this
t Borg's passion. despite_
. -greatest aiiilatiew- ----- -- -The final, then, was to be a gutsy and brave in her ap- Czechoslovakia to live with'
----- Year'°1-a-nial derecI6r. V
6a his earlier misgivings,
.
. -.ruthlessly and efficiently. kind of feeling before."
Borg began today just one
clash between two men taally proa-ch. She overcame a 6-2-- -herinDalles.----the favorite, top-seeded and
After beating Tom Okker in ' Okker played well, laeiniais
But Borg was planning no on top of their games. It was loss in the first set and clawed' ,
. match away from his 'third two-time champion
•
Chris straight sets in
Al the same time, however,
the semifinals, ' game with the fine touch shots special preparation for the expected to be a classic.
. consecutive Wunbledon title . Evert 2-6,
her way back into the final set
6-4, 7-5 in a tense, the cool
she revealed her feelings
Swede confessed: he hits so well, but he was no final.
Meanwhile, ,Billie Jean after falling behind 2-4,
- a feat last accomplished by unpredictable match
that
about the country she left.
Last week I didn't even think match for Borg.
.
King,
-I'll
probably
seeking
practice
Fred Perry 42 years ago.
a
record
a
Evert
wilted
20th
a
little.
,
lasted more than 1Yehours.
-I will always be a Czech, no
I would be in the final. I *was
Borg is under great couple of hours, do the same. Wimbledon title, -and- - Ray
•
But when she went from 0-2
matter what," she said
things, try to relax. Nothing Buffets were to play the mixed _19 4-2 in the final set, it seemed
doubles final today against' her coolness would carry her enuttionally. "I think today it
special," he said.
a - victory
for
While Borg was forcing South African'Frew McMillan through. But then Navratilova was
himself to relax, Connors had and Betty, Stove 'of the came back, largely on the Czechoslovakia."
She sought asylum in the
seldom looked more confident. Netherlands.
strength of her volleys. And at
_
And American youngsters,. 5-5, Evert suddenly lapsed, United-.States nearly three
He proclaimed -himself
totally satisfied with his John McEnroe and Peter hitting four shots out of. the years ago; saying she feared
game.
By HERSCHEL NESSEPESON
He joked with the.presS Fleming were to f,ace the court and losing her service. that her own government
the hitters and they - Played
a loss.
and
AP Sports Writerof his Old'brrogance world's leading doubles team --She had won only one point iii would not allow-her taxeturn
great defense behind me.
much
Tom Veryzer's fouttlrhit.of
--to America.
()delis
I
Royals
3
:
appeared
to have vanished. • of Bob Hewitt and McMillan in . two games.
Thirteen proved to be- an Guidry is really a great pit- the game, a one-out single off
•
Otis
Amos
greeted • Like Borg, _Connors' game today's men's final. - .
unlucky number for Ron cher. He's 13-1 and going to the Bill Campbell in the bottom of
., . Navratilova did not drop a
meanwhile, , the womenis
Baltimore- reliever Joe - had improved during the last
In the women's final, Evert . point in the final game and the doubles . title
Guidry Friday night. -•
._ All-Star Ganle. I'm sitting the ninth inning, scored Paul
went to
„
looked_a little jaded .1pSing to $30,780 prize was hers.
But it wasn't supersititioe home watchinia but at least I Dade from second base with Kerrigan with a two-run single fortnight-.
Australians Werf0 Turnbull
'
in the fifth inning, wliile Paul
that did- in the New York know I beat him." •
In his straight-set semifinal Navratilova.. The match was • "I have to want it a little and Kerry Reid.
the winning run. The hit
%
Yankees' brilliant left-hander
In other American League nullified a four-run Boston Splittorff checked the Orioles
after a sizzling 13-0 start-tins action, the Cleveland Indians rally with two out in the top of on four hits. Kerrigan came on
season. Rather it was the outlasted the Boston Red Sex the ninth on Jim Rice's two- after KansaS . City tied the
booming bat of Milwaukee's 10-9, the California Angels run double and Carl Yastr- score 1-1 against Scott
McGregor on three walks and
Hisie - two homers; , trimmed the Seattle Mariners zemski's two-run homer.
George Brett's single.
.
four RBIs - and the four-hit 94-. for Frank Tanana's 12th
Angels,8, Mariners 5
-----MILWAUKEE (AP) - A Houston in 1976, has earned '
.„
year was a fifthplace tie' at was nearly flawless- off the .
Tigers IL Rangers 7 •
pitching of Mike Caldwell aS- 'victory, Kansas City
Home runs by Brian
Detroit took batting prac- third round jinx has cost Lee• 829,918 this year for 68th place' Greensboro after opening . tees and in the fairways after
the-. Brewers whipped the Royals i'faded the Baltimore Downing and Don - Baylor
Elder several big paychecks on the tour's money list. He
rounds of 70 and 71.
hitting into the rough on his.
Yankees 6-0. ,
Orioles 3-1, the Detroit Tigers helped Tanana win his first tice, shelling - six Texas pit- on the professional golf tour
"In the two tournaments I
"I threw a good ball game,;" clubbed the Texas Rangers 12- game since June 20, although chers for...23 hits, most ever this year, so he is gambling ___would be much higher, but has
am
Vee
ad .75 strpkes on his won I came from behind," he
against the Rangers. Alan
Caldwell said. and all the 7, the Minnesota Twins swept he needed help from
that a fast-horse or two MaY third rounds this year.
ffrfs
3tarhro,;
le thoiu
srorirloyok
Dyar
bioegewhc;.had
said. "I'm not considered a
gyeund ball kept going to the the Oakland A's 3-2 and 1-0 and Miller and Dave La-Roche to Trammell collected five hits hetp change his hick.
•
been in a three-way tie for :.
.
"e
"The
only
thing-I
can
think
and
good
Ron
frontrunner
LeFlore
had four,
because I
infielders. I kept the- ball the Toronto Blue Jays edged .gain his fifth career victory
•Elder, first day leader at of is maybe I'm a little too
third after a first-round .611,
while Rusty Staub drove in
haven't been in front,--:
- -down, I was keepingisfront of._The Chicago White Sox 3-2.
siximder-par 66, came back relaxed and don't Concentrate
against the Mariners without
fo
four runs with two singles and
much. But . I'll-be-a . goal .came back with a' 70 but.
with a steady 70 Friday for a.'in the third round. But
bogeyed his last. hole when he -4
a triple.•
no --frontrunner-now." . 136 total and a two-stroke lead -doubt with my position here
-putted from . nearly 7a- .
- Elder, 43, misread his first _ three
Twins 3-l; A's 2-0
feet.
over Dave Barr, John I'll definitely be able to '
con- few greens and missed some
Rookie Darrell Jackson
Mahaffey and Bob'Zander in centrate tomorrow,"
said possible birdies when his putts
pitched a three-hit shutout in
Mahaffey and Zender each
$150,000
Greater Elder, whose best finish
the
this stepped short. However, he posted a second successive 69. the nightcap as the Twins ran _
_ Milwaukeeivzii
their winning streak ft Su
Open tip by Lee

Thirteen Proves Unlucky For
Yankees Ron Guidry Last-Night

And ho
_.figure •
4few qui
!.fishing
•Coffey,
their 4-

•

Eiderliolds Lead At:Milwaukee

Blue Huth Twelfth Victory
dUist Night
•19.f

games. Earlier,' pinch hitter
Trevino, Elder left Tuckaway
Craig Kusick's single in t
Club and headed for
ninth inning broke a 1-1 tie and . Country
the---horse races 90 minutes
Bob Randall then singled
aw.aY in Chicago.
home what proved to tie the
I'm going to Arlington
winning run.
Park,'fellas," a relaxed and
Blue Jays 3, White S"2
• confident Elder said. "I need
Rico Carty and John- some itiek, I need a big lead
Mayberry hit consecutive
because the next day is that
home runs off Rich Hinton for
round
und that
me
has been awecan
Hopecti
jinx for
the tying and lead runs in the
sixth inning and Joe Coleman
overcome that."
turned in four innings of
Elder, whose second and
hitless relief to earn the
-most recent victory in his 11
victory. r
years on the tour came at.

'By BRUCE LOWITT
Dodgers 7, Astro.4
eouldn't complete the sweep.
AP Sports Writer
Dusty Baker personally
Mike Lum's two-run homer in
Vida Blue might well have the fifth inning of the nightcap
ripped apart Houston's pitbeen pitching for • Sparky sink them 2-1: •
ching with a double in the
',Anderson's Cincinnati Reds
The- split kept the-Giook, second inning, a run-scoring
; this season if 'Commissioner three games ahead of the
single in the fifth, a twgprun
. _!..Bowie Kuhn hadn't stepped in. thirdplace Reds in the NI
homer that broke a seventhInstead. Blue pitched West -but coupled with ugt _ _inning tie and put the Dodgers
,against them Friday. night in Angeles' 7-4 victory in
ahead for good, and another
;the first game cif twi-night Houston, it _trimthed San
singlein the ninth.
;doubleheader and ame away Francisco's lead over the
Expos 7, Pbglies 4
• with his 12th victory, making -second-place Dodgers to 2%
Ellis Valentine tore up
hurl the National League's games.
Philadelphia with five hits.
wIrinin-gest pitcher this
including his 13th. homer and a
In the rest of the National
season.
double, and three RBI to help
League, Montreal edged
But the Giants, after win- 'Philadelphia 7-6,. Chicago, Montreal's Steve Rogers beat
ning 7-6 on homers by •Willie outlasted New York 9-7, 'the Phillies. Rogers had a
By ne Asseclated Press
McCovey and Darrell Evans Pittsburgh shaded St. Louis 2shutout going until Greg
AMERICAN LEAGUE
7' and • Mike Ivies---decisive 1 and • Atlanta !belled sun
Luzinski hit a two-run homer
et
a'i Thu.,
:
m
1 ° km1Fn
EAST
ninthinningl„ RBI double, Diego 11-3.
Di the eighth. The loss cut the
W
L
Pet.
ivarmaiti. LE-Afar:F.
58 25
MI
---Phils' NI, East lead over Boston
EASt
Milwaukee
46 a
UM
9%
V
L
Pet. GB
Philadelphia
Chicago to four games.
.New York
40
541 it)
42 33
.677 —
Baltimore
Cuba 9, Meta 7
541 11_ Chicago
42 _35
Me
4
Detroit
41 41
WO 15
Pittsburgh
494
6'The Mets put together their Cleveland
38 44
463 11
- 1111entree1
* 43
7'
412
biggest inning of the year, a Toronto
31 52
373 25%
New limit
35 49
417 13
man.
seven-run fiftb highlighted by
at Louis
33 52
Mg 17,
california
44 39
1W
WEST
Joel Youngblood's two-run Kansas City
42 48
511
, 14
San Francutro
51 33
607
Tessa
2
506
40
triple
41
and
Willie
Montanez'
IA/
Matte.
48 35
578
ii
Tommy Fike, playing in the
holes, Chip Adkins was low three-run homer. But
Oakland43-42
508 7
Cincinnati
48
36
571
3
it wasn't Minnesota
- 14 and over competiti
37 43
Si
San Diego
with 40. Among the girls, Lee enough
41 43
443 le
to tame the Cubs, who Chicago
17 45
451
Houston
: posted a one-ovetspar 37 at the * Holcomb and Cindy
35 44
444 13.1„
Spann got four RBI from Larry Cox, Seethe
1111 W
341
Atlanta
35 46
432 1411
. Murray Country Club Thur.Pillars dames
each finished with 55's, and three
Friday's
Games
on A homer.
Clem101111, Nam
- sday to take over-all medalist
'San Francisco 7-1. Cincinnati 6-2
Holcomb was .the playoff
MaamassS. PIMITIek•
-- Pirates 2, Cardinals 1
Manny& 7. Philadelphia 4 • honors in the club's weekly
winner.
1, Mae
Atlanta 11. ken Diego 3
. Willie Stargell broke an rentals
junior golf prdkram. •
Kansas City 3, 3W1ligesee I
iierago I, New York 7
Playing three holes and in eighth-inni
ng tie with a Detroit 11. Texas 1
Pittsburgh
3. M.Limia I
7 Todd _Contri, playing in the
the 7-year-old and under, Jon
Lle Angeles 7, Haoston 4
sacrifice fly to -1970119--:Wm Minnesota Si. Oakimul be •
Itrand'11-year-olds' bracket,
California
Seattft1
9,
Muehleman and Bill Fandrit Candelarih
• • ••leimrdey's Gime,
and the Pirates
&myrtle?*•amines
with secorki with a four-overtied with 27's in the boys' play
1-36711010(ausrle IC at Na'. York , Ko
Toronto inancy
at Memo • Sia.
past
St.
Louis.
lip
WI
40, While Robert Killington
ye.r 7.3
with Muehleman winning the
Montreal (rum 1-4 and Fryman 34, at
Braves 11, Padres 3
Minnesota "Contest Oil at OsLind
was third with ii.f2 in the 12
Philadelphia Lonborg 7-5 and ChrMttnplayoff. IAsa Belmont Wsethe
Broberg
114
,
Rowland
,
Office
and
Bob
sen 54), 2. Ill')
. and 13-year-olds'.division.
,
-gn-Is' winner with 33.•
FA keroloy 9-2 and Wright 1-11
Si Diego (119 Janes 64 and Rammisenn
Homer .led Atlanta's 15-hit at'Boston
(.1„,wrai
eath
.0r.4 and nyda
--The ether -winners in. the
Heather Grogan, playing
44,,
4-71 at Atlanta (Canis 1-2 otnd Warms S.41,
attacragainst Gaylord Perry- t, ,i.n, •
program's fourth week of play
2, It-n)
only two holes in the beginner
and the rest of the Padres. Seattle t Abbott 34 and Colborn 14 at
Los-Angeles Hooton 7-7 and Welty, 24
'
included:
California 'Knapp 44 and Prat 1 i
diVision, was the winner in
at Houston Dixon 4-4 an Bannister 3-31,
,
14 and over: Girls, Becky that classification with 30 Office had four RBI,-three 101
y, (I-n
with a homer, and Homer had N..* Vag* Hanoich 041 st.1411wasea
/an Francisco Tlitanteivare 7,1i et (iM• • Shuffett and Jo Beth Oakley strokes.
MIL fill
eisnatl 'Norman 14), DO'
three
RBI,two with a homer. (Augnetine
tied with 574 -with Shuffett <
Martinai
Bekinwrit
741)
ID
al
The nextjunior golf sesNion
mAall
Pittsburgh 0BlYttrven 64) at M LAW
Atlanta batted around in the city iGais 62i. In)
winning a playoff.
iMaritnet 2 L. )
at the club will he Thursday,
Dairen
Onion
IP)
Timm
ii
.
third
inning when Office's
Piwatisy's 044Well
..12 and 13 year old: Connie July .13 and ail.
der 6411, liii
youngsters
Montreal at Philadelphia
homer keyed a four-run
Spann posted a 55.
itmley's Desilea
Chicago at New Perk
wishing to play are urged to be
,.explosion. The frillves did it Bailee alaredead
•
Petsbuniti at-St lbeis
In the 8 and 9-year;Oldit' at the clubhouse ready,to
itallsege
tee
$ee lemitriero at Cincinnati
again in the. Nth, chasing Termite
t division And playing only six them up at 9a
New Tull 44 Mawieekes
Iea at Houston
iii
-tri:
Perry during a five-run burst.
Baltimore at Rams Cite
Bea Dbaim at Atlanta• -;

BASEBALL STANDINGS

Opening Monday, July 10th
Hook's Tires,
Wheels & Accessories
410 North 4th-Murray

753-8346

We Have...Passenger Tires
R. V. Tires, Truck Tires,
and 4-Wheel Drive Tires

Fike Takes Junior Golf
Honorsikt- Muriay Course

.

Sm
t6d
Fish
cog
v4¼1;
prOg
eval
pres

7

Como By I Register for

FREE SET
Passenger Car Tires

78 Series
No Purchase Necessary
, - You Do Mot Nato To
Bo Present To Win
Drawing To Bo Tuesday, Aug. I, 11111

Accessories Included
Winches
Roll Bars
v Fender Flares
v Wig Wheels
v Carburetors

Snatch-up-Strops
Window Vents 8 Shades
,J-ieoders
,-Intakes
Chrom&Tail Gate.Guards
8-5-3 Spoke Wheels White 8 Chrome

,
1

Manager-Jr. Pittman

r
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.0
,

than coach Dino
if the stance to
ol, as part of in:I Summer Youth
ion of the Rater
30.

n.

3-year-old Evert
sire is there but
snot the same."
ivratilova anshe was trying to
amity out of
'
la to live

Frankfort, Ky. — Roger D. Well, it goes something like several of the fish's scales, a
Coffey of Valley Station is this:
few_ vital statistics about the
$1,002 richer today and all
Back in the spring, fishery fish and tell how and where
because of a fish or
to be biologists with the state the fish were caught, to the
more precise — because of Department of Fish and fish and wildlife department
three fish, each of which was Wildlife Resources, began in order to claim their cash
sporting bright orange plastic" tagging and releasing black reward. tag wben it ended up on the bass irt- f'certain" lakes and
And so, Coffey, a native of
"business end" of a crank bait streams and in a portion of the Glasgow who was reared in
. Coffey was fishing in the Ohio Hitler. Each of the tags Louisville, proceeded to catch
Skaggs Creek area of Barren was assigned a monetary not just one "tagged" bass but
-River Lake in late May.
value, chosen by random three -- all taken in the same
And how does all that money selection, ranging from $1 to area within a three-or four• f• igure into what began as a $1,000, with intermediate day. period
I he can't
few quiet days of, family values of $5, $10, $25, $50 and remember now whether the
, fishing for the 30-year-old $100. A fisherman Catching a• • first was caught two or three
'Coffey, his ulfePeggy, and "tagged" bass had only to—days before May 30 when'the
their 4-year-old •koni_ Todd? /CUM_ibetag. along wittl--last two .were added to'his

ie time, however,
A her feelings
ntry she left.
lys be a Czech, no
at," she said
"I think today it
for
- victory

t asylum in the
es nearly three
eying she feared
losri government
low.her to return

, the women's
went to
itle
Turnbull
Wen
Reid.

iee

flawless off the
the fairways after
the rough on his
s only bogey.

D.

Coffey, Valley Station,(left), was presenSmile was the order of the day as Roger
ted with checks totaling $1,002 by Carl Kays, commissioner elect of the Department of
Fish ond Wildlife Resouirces, while Assistant Fisheries Director Pete Pfeiffer looked on.
Coffey received the large "reward" for returning three bass taggs, one of which had a
- o were worth $1 each. The Bass Tag Reward
valise of $1,000 while the other Tsv
program was initiated by the fish and wildlife department this spring in an effort to
evaluate the effects of the 12-inch size limit on bass and also to determine fishing
pressure on bass.

ur rookie who had
three-way tie for
a first-round .88,
with a ' 70 but
last hole when he
from nearly 70

APPliatior

Quota Bow Hunt
GOLDEN POND,KY-Deer
LBI. will offer a quota bow _ ---Applroations are available
hunters planning to visit
TV A's Land between The hunt in the Environmental from the Land Between The
Lakes this year should be 'Education Center, located in Lakes_ information stations
aware of several changes in the northern portion of the and control gates or at Center
regulations, according to 170,000-acre public demon- Station. They will be accepted
officials. The regular bow stration area. The quota bow after July 1, 1978. All apseason is slightly longer than hints will be held on the same plications must be completely
last year's and quota hunts dates as the quota gun hunts- filled put and legible to be
will have several, chtinges November 13, 15-16, 18-19, 21- accepted.
Applications for all quota
including the addition of a 22, and 28-29, 1978.
The quota bow hunt will 14 gun hunts MUST BE POSTquota bow season. TVA will
again sponsor a special quota the only hunt where fallow MARKED no later than
Youth Hunt. Applications for deer will be legal game. midnight August ,4,- .1978, or
all quota hunts are now Hunters must submit an delivered in person to the
available at the Information application for the quota bow Wildlife Managenipit °Hire at
stations and control gates and hunt and hunters applying for Golden Pond, Kaitucky, by
at Center Station in Land this hunt will not be permitted 4:30 p.m. on August 4, 1978.
Hunters will be permitted to
to apply for the quota gun or
Between The Lakes.
apply in only one state this
October 7 will mark the quota youth hunts.
year. Applications received
opening of the first half of the
Quota Youth Hunt
after the deadline will not be
regular split bow season_ The
'
This year's quota youth hunt
•
season will end November 12. Will be one 2-day hunt, accepted.
All information on the apThe first Saturday in October November 25-26, 1978. All
will become the permanent hunters must submit ap- plication must be supplied.
_
opening date for bow season in plications. Designated hunting Incomplete applications will
La!,.. The second half of the. areas will be restricted to only be rejected. po not send more
split season opens December 9 those yourths who will be at than one aOfslication per
and 'continues
through least 10 years of age and who person. if two or more apDecember 31, 1978.
have not reached 16 years of plications from one person are
This arrangement permits age on the first day of the received they will be removed
from the drawing.
two extra weeks of bowhun- hunt.
A computer drawing will
stringer), and either the ting and hopefully will provide
Each youth must be ac- determine successful hunters.
second or the third bass was the bowhunters an opportunity
companied by an adult while All applieants will be notified
worth a whopping $1,000. to hunt in cooler weather.
hunting. Legal game and bag by mail as to whether they
(Each of the others bore a .$1 Eighty percent of the deer
limit is one white-tailed deer have been accepted or
hunter
da'SS
were
last year
tag.)
of either sex.
rejected as soon as 'possible
"I knew the department was. spent in bowhunting, acIn addition to the state after the drawing.
a
of
kind
cording
to
conducting some
officials.
Guaranteed permits
tagging program," Coffey ikowhunters took only 16 licenses and Land Between
Guaranteed permits will be
Said when he, Peggy and Todd percent of the deer harvested The Lakes computer card
:- permit, each youth must have
dropped by the fish and last season.
wildlife department's FrankHunters participating in tile - a State Hunter Safety Cerfort offices to pick up his regular bowhunts will be tificate (Orange in color).
checks, "but I was amazed permitted to hunt in both Arrangements .must be made
When they said I'd won' states with the appropriate, to complete the Hunter Safety
licenses and LL bowhunting
$1,000."
Coffey was presented . with
The "reward" by Carl Kays,
commissioner elect of the
- last Friday and Saturday on
Department of -Fish and
Ky. Lake.
Wildlife Resources, as several
It was the largest we have
The Twin Lakers Good-Sani wagonmasters and Andy and
department employees, in- Club will have its Monthly Linda Rogers as assistant had in 'many years and was
cluding Ted Crowell, fishery campout at Hillman's Ferry in wagonmasters. A potluck timed perfectly to feed the
biologist in charge of the Land Between the Lakes on supper was served. on hungry fish. Most of our
project, looked on with ob- Friday, Saturday, and Sun- Saturday evening at the Love sunfish and stiipes had been
vious pleasure.
- kincla lazy during the hot,
day. July 14, 15,and 16.
campsite.'
"So far we're getting higher
B. C. and Orpha Grogan will
Present were T. G. and humid weather of last week so.
returns of the-tags) than we be the wagonmasters with Estelle Shelton, new members when the flys started hatching
thought we would," Crowell Ned and Beth Wilson as the of the club, John Bowker, J. B. everything started happening.
said; adding that the statewide assistant wagonmasters. A and Jo Burkeen, Fred and Judy and I used a fly rod and
average is now 13.6 per cent special dessert party with Martha Butterworth, Randy ultr-a-light tackle ._.to __boat
and as high as 40 per cent in
ice cream and Colley, • Harold, Ruth and apprx. five hundred bluegill
some areas.
- dessert is planned for Elaine Eversmeyer, Jimmy, and strips.
"Increaging the return rate Saturday night at the business Sharon, and Ginger Graham,
We didn't,keep all of them
was the -puie of the cash meeting of the club.
B. C. and Orpha Grogan, Bill but the ones I was after
rewards," be said; "because
John Bowker, presiderit of and Norette Hill, Rudolph and weighed between one half and
we must get the tags back if the club, urges all members Opal Howard, C. W., Dot, and three quarters of a pound.
I used to drive to Reelfoot
we're to achieve our purpose and interested persons to Yvonne Jones, Hunter and
of learning more about black attend.
Winnie Love, Ashley Thur- Lake to find bluegill that
bass. We're, particularly inThe club heti its June- man, Andy, Linda, Gregg,and large.
I believe this is a -direct
terested in evaluating the campout at the Kentucky Dam Lori Rogers, Hugh and Larue
effects of the new 12-inch size Village State Park with Wallace, and Ned and Beth result of the severe winters we
have been having.
limit and also hope to more Hunter and Winn" Love as Wilson.
The threaafin shad was the
accurately gauge the fishing
pressure,on black ,bass."
really .don't know," then fishing every chance they get. hardest hit by the cold and
The study, is planned to'run added, "probably for a little Earlier this spring the couple nearly wiped out completely,
for at least two years, ac- fishing equipment — Peggy won a husband-and-wife bass Our gamefish were not able to
cording to Crowell, and more needs some new things and tournament sponsored by the find the shad so they turned to
fish will be tagged next spring. she was the one who used the , Bucketmouth Brigade, a 'the next best thing which was
The tag(themselyea will be crank bait first that day Louisville bass club of which the smaller sunfish and
honored"from noir-on-;.- he anyway. We'd been using "Coffey is secretary-treasurer, bluegill. This thinning out
said.
. process left more food and
:
surface lures and spinners and and their prize for that one/Ns, for the Coffey fermi) .rhadn't had a bit of luck."
was dinner at a fancy space for the remaining
plaii:4; when asked how _beHowever they decided to Louisville restaurant. Makes sunfish tb getslarger on so we
would spend the money. spend the $1,002. you can bet you wonder what they'll come are profiting also.
Sometimes Mother Nature
Coffey said,-"Right now, I the Coffeys will be out there up-with next doesn't it?

Ballard ("Minty
disqualify the applicant - that MANAMR, Ballard Count)
is, no one may apply more Wildlife Management Area.
"Bonne" Deer
than once.
Apations
La Center, Kentucky 42856:-July 10 is the application
Successful applicants must
cutoff date for this _fall's show up on .the day of their
Consumer Alert
"bonus" deer hunt scheduled hunt with a vaja_diunting
at Ballard County Wildlife license and statewide deer
The Boating - Industry
the Association has issued a
Although
Management Area near La permit.
Kentucky. statewide permit will not be "consumer alert" to warn
Center,
Applications received after used on a bagged deer at outboard owners against
July 10 will be discarded.
Ballard, WMA, the hinters mixing less oil with their gas
Applications are limited to 3 Are required to present the than the manufacturer
- names and must include: statewide permit at the'check recommends. Donald I. Reed,
name of each applicant, ad- station.
BIA director of engineering,
dress, age telephone number,
to said _ several marketers of
items
Important
hunting licenS'e number, remember when sending in outboard motor oil have been
method of hunting (gun or the bonus deer-applications advertising and labeling their
bow) and first, second, and are to print the- method of products as "BIA Certified,
third choices of hunting dates. hunting (GUN or ARCHERY) TC-W" and recommending a
One day gun hunts with a 120 in the lower left corner Of the gas-to-oil ratio of 1Q0:1.
hunter daily _quota will be envelope and to include a self- Outboarders who follctw these
conducted October 20, 21,,22, addressed, stamped envelope. recommendations are risking
23, 27, 28 and 29. Bow hunts for Also a cashier's check, cer- mechanical problems and
120 ,. hunters daily are tified check 'or money order may void their warranties, he
scheduled for October 15 ana for $10.00 must be included. warned.
outboard
All
16. Both gun and bow hunters The fee will be returned to manufacturers
currently
may take glitlerteSsdeerofffr ---thosettotsvi,La-L, u- twastis-s-,
Li end a 5(171 errs-to-oil
Duplicate applications will Send the applications to: ratio.

and Zender each
ond successive 69.

issued . to those hunters- who
qualify for them and who
apply for them by the August 4
deadline.
To qualify for a guaranteed
permit the hunter must have
been rejected in the computer
drawing for the 1976 and 1977
hunts, and have in their
possession the computer
rejectiOn cards (issued in
their name) for the same
portion of LBL (Kentucky or
Tennessee. Only those
persons eligible for guarantett- permits in both the
Kentu.cky and Tennessee
portions of Land Between The
Lakes will be allowed to apply
in both states.
To apply for guaranteed
permits, hunters must attach
their 1976 and 1977 computer
rejection cards to the 1978
application and submit the
application by the August 4
deadline.
General Information
Hunters will be allowed to
hunt only on the date assigned
and in the area assigned by
the computer. Areas and-or
dates cannot be changed, nor
can permits be transferred.
For additional information
or clarification of these
procedures please write or
call TVA, Land Between The
Lakes, Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231, telephone 502-9245602.

has a strange way of balancing things out so! guess we
should proceed with care.
The current fishing conditions are not really super
good but you can catch a few
with a good effort.
Sauger and stripes are still
number one on the active list
and are being taken by trolling
the main channel bank and
bars. Some prefer to use
minnows and are doing ok this'
way.
Bluegill are super on popping bugs worked along rocky
shorelines and bluffs.
If you have an ultra light
rod, throw'the 1-24 on. black
rooster tail spinner in these
same areas and I believe yOu
will catch more.
Black bass are picky right
now and are tough to handle,
but look for them to be near
any concentration of minnows
in trees and or around stumps
just under the surface. A
plastic-worm or shallow shad
rebel has been working fine.
The water temp has cooled
some over the weekend so
maybe it will improve things.
Haveyou seen any evidence
of sores or red spots on any
fish., I am still checking for
lampreys and I need some
help if you find any fish
marked:
.
Have a good weekend and be
happy fishing!

641 Super Shell

HOOKS
Tires, Wheels
and Accessories
900 Sycamore

iii-Way 641 S.

753-5142

Specializing in servicing tires it 4 W.D:%Maw
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
'753-6779
In The Jackson Purchase
410 N.4th

- Hwy. 641 South

7534131

Your U-Haul Headquarters
rMENINUNMIMINMOINWEINUMPIANIMMIIII

Shipwash

Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St.

Service
759-1872

293E Main

Eating Is A family Affair
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Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 til 9
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Shop

24 Hour Wrecker Service
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray.-Ky,

Days 753-7404 •-....-,
Nights 753-2486
We Appreciate Your Business"

Carroll Tire Service

Outdoor Sportsman -(', ,.._..,...-- .
•
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•
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Olympic Plaza -Murray, Ky.

We Sell

6:301100 Sun. thru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. & Sat.

SPORTING GOODS

)

s_

it°
tiw

Motor
Boat
Outboard & Stern Drive

753-3226

ITITH 00000 milaT

_
1105 Pogue

753-1489

Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing licenses

I
I
1
1 .
a
wk.-

PAC!8 THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER 4 TIMES, Sotwdoy, July 8, 1978
2 Notice

2 Notice

FOR
WATKINS
Products. Contact
Holman Jones, 217
South 13th., Phone 7533172
COLOR NMTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copie-i.. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
"i53-003.5. Free Parking
-• lot, • use our rear entrance.

The City
Of Murray
is requiem* :.41e far cow
eideeellessel pada* if. 2-Malleismw.g.Speelleidees •
ere erialledile it No Clly
Clerb's Office, city BO
Ileiline, Sib dPoole
Stmts. who're bids
bu
• received anti 5:00 p. isi„„bsW
20, MTS.
Mdi

G

6 Help Wanted

WHAT WE DO BM is
care. Needline, 7534333.

EXPERIENCED
BAKERY manager for
store
chain
large
operation. Send resume
to.P. 0. Box 787. Equal
Opportualty Employer.

WILL TAKE DOWN TV,
antenna tower for the
tower. Call 436-2289.
BIBLE FACT INC. Lake
12;37 and 38, Christ
states: "Blessed are
Those servants, whom
the lord when he cometh
shall find watching:
verily 1 say unto you,
that he shall gird
himself, and make them
to sit down to meat, and
will come forth and
serve them." Would you
be ready if the Lord
came today? Bible study

and answers
„- --anYtirne.
759-4000-.
•

PARTY
PLAN
SUPERVISOR
MERRIC-MAC_ toy
parties his opehing for
supervisors
and
demonstrators in your
area
Qiiality merchandiseHighest
commission. No in-'
vestment, delivering or
collection. Ca.j1--On
Baxter collect 3166668341 or write MERRIC--MAC,
1277,
Box
Dubuque, Iowa 52001.

it's A Fact
Frie-Oift Wrapping

COMPLETE,

Is a specialty at
Starks Hardware
12th & Poplar
753-1227
,
FREE PARKING!

clAss COMPANY. We
have expanded our
business to better serve
this community and in
doing so, we have moved
to a new lOcation at 816
Coldwater Road. Phone

3. Card Of Thanks

13-0180

THE FAMILY OF Fred
Lee Carroll who passed
away June 17, 1978„
Swimming
would like to express our
Pools
thanks and appreciation
Western Ky. Pools
for all the kindness
shown to us in our time
442-9747
of sorrow. A special
tc Paducah, Ity.
thanks to Bra-Glen Cope
_and Dr._14 C Chiles for
their words of comfort.
NOTICE TO BIDDERS
Their prayers and for the
Coldwater Church of
inspiring service. The,
Christ is authorizing for
Blalock
Coleman
sale three- old church
Funeral Home for thier
buildings to be remoVed
thoughtfulness, Mrs.
from property. Send
Otto Erwin for the
inquife or. bid te,Rt.
273, Murray) -Ky. - -; beautiful mtisic,.and to
all the many friends that
42071 or call 40-2219,
called,
sent food, or
48972145.
489-2217
or
'
- .flowers,and for their
visits. A special thanks
to the-Marshall County'
Alle ben estelesi2 Wick
Maki
nifelseseiers, up
Rescue .Squad and Dan
,rigins mid dm* type ileep
Boaz. . Our sincere
freetea, si‘e by side
thanks •
to,
the
refrigerates, We love '3 -tit
Pallbearers and
coomitisien, 4 diebeiesbers, "
Honorary • Pallbearers.
rirNtriii411411 elm fres PS te
God Bless All Of You.
'$150, Weinseelier non fres
$50 to SIMI. I' Seers table
The Family.

sea, 4 did feibiseed pm*
merlers, ble selection of
ober useful items. TY arts,
sever* esed ewes. IQ soli
liege several scilieel desks
roman deem Sr't• 5.1.50.,
ma school bases. Call 750*VS u
p te I Merrey ford
Truster.

6 Help Wanted
GIRLS TO wash cars.
Must have drivers
license. *Apply in person
only to Dwain Taylor
'Chevrolet, Inc. See 0. L.
Mathis.

WANTED
• '
-.
implement eplidelleellage I Wen hied* Safety 93,0011
le '15,111111. Peebles all -be taspeadlie
Ititervities, lebonhomie, teethes aid refervite imaipedly appiceets aid
impleseeetimp e Peesad Wiry eihildebeNsei plme. I.S. *ye*
inesdatery, MIA et toe years related imperil/ma Prithrst1
ideartiee and or experieece a mamma edministrirtiee. Nem
aid Salary. Poeitiee dessificeriee, riavitlesat and interview*
dosirebie. Seed Resume tit Personnel Services. Marra/ Stem
thiversity. *array Ky. 421121 fry 1ofy 14, 1071.

YO-u'RE ...JST AN

EMPTY- HEADED
DOPE
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6 Help Wanted
HELP WANTED in cleanup shop,`no experience
necessary. call 753-1984
or 753-61721

14. Want To Buy
20 Sports Equipment
WANT TO buy asai Gym
Set. Call 436-2742 after
6:00.
*ANT TO BUY STANDING timber%
,pay
top prices percentage or
acre. Call 4964757.

TWO---WHEEL utility
trailer, aluminum car
top bpat and motor. Call
753-1261.

27 Mobile Home Sales
1978 12 X 60 mob e ome,
conipletely furnished,
all electric, $8000 or take
Over payments. Call 7530457 after 5.p.,m.

38 Pets

Supplies

43 Re

43 Real Estate

BOARDTNGe-f"
.
"
AKC
GROOMING
miniature Schnauzer
puppies. Hidden Valley
Kennels, 435-4481.

TNE NELSON SNROAT
CO. REALTORS
769-1101
Node Jeffs Sharable(Pow

111
. x 45 NASHUA 1 BR
COLT AUTOMATIC 45
partially furnished, 100
GERMAN
Combat
KC
Commander,:'- amp pole, all electric,.
NEW LISTING in New
5. Articles For Salt
SHEPHERD puppies,
brushed finish. Like,
Providence. Older home
$2000. Call 753-0284.
solid black and all
new, $185. 753-0188 after
on
5 _actes, ideal for
n
colors. Phone 1502)551a, handyrrian
5 p.m.
MR SALE, 2 bedroom
plus
3
2153 Paducah.
trailer, Shady Oaks. 489bedroom mobile . home
Roem Air
14' CHEROKEE John
with stove, refrigerator,
41. Public Sales
4.3
PERSON INTERESTED
Conditioners
boat, $150. 436-5404.
and.
air -conditioner. All
in making„extra money
1975 14 X 70 TWO
for
only
$15,750.
West
Ky
.
.
time
part time or lull
18' CABIN CRUISER, 65
PUBLIC
bedrocum, 2 full baths,
•
Potential
and
-.Appliance Center
unbelievable
through
h. p. motor,6 passenger,
and 34 acre lot. Will sell •
possibilities
abound.
AUCTION
business,.
new
will sleep 3. Call 759separately, $14,500 for
Sales & Service
scHoot. TEACHER
The Nelson Shroat Co.,
- Saturday night, af'
Possiblities unlimik.
4592.
441 N.
" all, Call 753-1601 ask for
153-44111
NEEDS babysitter in
- Realtors, 759-1707.
Auction
County
Henry
Phone 753-9039 from 6
Ricky.'
,
my heirie 4-9 p.m. June
Uncle Jeff's Shopping
House.in Henry County
a.m. to 2 p.m., after 2 FOR SALE Brunswick
1971 16' FIBERGLASS
and July, 8 .a.m. to 4
Center, 759-1707.
boat, 15 It p. Johnsovr---PITM---SitLE- by owner;
. TH. next to Post Office.
-regulatro-ri pool table,
p.m. durin school year.
ritotor and trailer, all in
mobile home, 1978
•'$350. -753-4023 after 4:30
Must have own tranSale %arts at 6 p m
I Waldrop.lealty
good condition, $800. 436model, never used, 14 x
sportation and willing to
reirigerators, stoves,
Used
5548-in Business
70, all electric, 2 baths
sets,
severid
TV
do light housekeeping.'
slessviere,
SWEET CORN also tame
. Since /956"
and 3 bedrooms. Must be
lots of entimies, other items
Call 753-7868 after 9 a.m.
plums. 753-4725'.
to nenverees to mention.
1977 ARROW GLASS
seen to be appreciated.
7S3-5646
•-IN
_CASHIER CLERK, apply
"Lark" bass boat, 85 h.
Call Bob Futrell at 753WE BUY AND SELL Used
in person Uncle Jeff's
p. Evinrude, power - 7668 or 753-2364.
LEARN TO GROW
LOVELY AND UNIQUE
23=111111..i.
e.
air Conditioners. Dill
Clothing Department.
trim, built in tand and
WORMS FOR
29. Mobile Home Rentals
ESTABLesxse.x.41‘)SINESS
home on private 3 acre
Electric, 753-9104 or 753control panels, electric
located in center of
PROFIT
wooded tract west of
1551.
WANTED LADY to stay
anchor, Hummingbird
TWO BEDROOM trailer.
Murray.- Owner will
Murray.
Home has
. with elderly 'couple,
depth finder, moto-guide
759-4592.
consider financing with.
FOR SALE,. Essex soy,
breathtaking .27' x 25'
• •
light house work, and
trolling
motor,
extras,
25 percent down, Don't
-^
'116014.
bean seed. 489-2602.
greatroom
with
0,34
,tirsrmrsr? 0tr
cooking,--salary open.
.carmen ts
$7200 new, asking $4500.
FOR RENT 12 x 54_
let this opportunity bf a
,
win tetices and
fireplace and hardwood.
Call 753-397_4 for intsinut.,,ra .11 43 Steel 0o,
mobile home,furnished.
753-0188 after 5 p.m.
life time pass you by.
COPIES
plank floors. Electric
,
eS.S S 1,,
1
rot, U3 grata
•
terview.
,
'Call 527-1654.
for wofit •
44 Os ref 100
•
on!y one
Call LORETTA JOBS
Heat Pump, all Modern
ttedars
'Cl' you
38' FIBERGLASS sea
REALTORS today. 753buT.oellS
*e•SPO.
conveniences plus a
FULL TIME Beautician
• •"e
'
,among
going houseboat, twin MOBILE hOMES and
1492.
., rhati
444
rustic,
comfortable
needed. Call 759-4592.
SlifV100
Winchesier
owe
210 Chryslers, fully
mobile home spacee fo-i•
design -add up
haw
equtpvett
--rent,
at
Riviera
Courts.
--111c1b-difig10211.406= 153-5301
ran
pleasant life style -for
•
MATURE LADY to baby
Call 753-3280
fishing boat with 9 9
you. Don't let this opsit in my home part time
• • •••
,•
Unroll a hal
Evinrude
outboard,
16 Home Furnishings
limmey Wore yips intro wilat
portunity pass you buy.
30 Business Rentals
afternoons, must have, SI
yam an 141•41
trolling motor on stern
,
1114•T We 4aye a
Phone today for more
miner
em
good references and own
davitts with electric 17 X 50 BUILDING in
Write 44'
nJeratian 0/
information at KOPUsed Furniture
transportation. 762-3379.
Ifro
,
,StS tat
wrenches, first class . Dixieland „Shopping
BOYD-MAJORS!"
/511 •'St
PERUD REALTY, 753W
Appliances
Used
condition. Call -928-?,331.
*asoontoo Or "20005
Center with gas heat and
EXPERIENCED
142.
REAL ESTATE
Ca a
-1051 678-2007
Used TV's
with or without air
PAINTER.steady work.
753-8080
14"
OUR43-CRA1FT
semiconditioning. Call,753S
Hodge & Son,Ism
For interview call 753ProfessionalServices
v bottom, 18 h.p.
4041 after 5 p.m.
205 So 5th
12 Insurance
0839 or 753-5287
With llyy Friendly Touch'',
Evinrude motor with
COMMERCIAL
electric
start
and
Moody
FRIGIDAIRE side- by
`-lrefautiful 3-bedrooms,
Pk.NTS PRESSER. Apply
BUILDING for rent or 76:1/
side _ refrigerattoc._ _ trailer with all lie1
2 baths, B.V.,home.
in- person et Boone's
leise located at 406
cessories. Call 753-8953.
Formal dining &
freezer,_ 3 years Laundry and Cleaners,
South 12th ot Syostytwo
Sunbua _Circlet Murray.
breakfast room, maravocado- green, perfect
605 Main:TELEPHONE 7531851
753-0839 or 753-5287:
ble fireplace in living
condition. Call 436-2235
,
adjoining
1977
room, dQii
SUMMEIISET ski
A
or 436-2149.
FOR,
HOME
position '
FULL TIME
OFFICE SPACES for
kitchen Breeze-way, 2
boat, 161
/
2,.4.; 175 horFAMILY
GROWING
With Crop-Hail Inopen immediately.
rent of lease. For more
/
2
car att. garage - 11
sepower 'Evinrude,
-FOR SALE, Ge electric
1
2 bath
four bedroom,bedrooin, 2/
surance.
Delivery of diesel and
information call 753-0839
to
minutes
aeres.
3
Brown
and
gold
.
metal
self-claaning
range,
30",
Street
Main
on
home
Protect the value of
gasoline to .farm at- ,
or 753-5287.
shopping. REDUCED
flake. Call 753-8647.
oven, harveSt-- gold,
with Jot 360 feet deep.
your growing crops
counts in Calloway
Boyd
$46,900.
TO
excellent condition. 75331 Want To Rent
Big redwood deck
from the devastating
• County. Must be 21;
Majors Real Estate,
SAIL BOAT, Hurley 21'
5
p.m.
4849
after
beautifully
overlooks
prior
hail.
have
effects
of
male and
105
N.
12th.
with
quiet
cruise
RENT
twin keel
WANT TO
wooded backyard.
Stop by today
work references.. Call
room or apartment in
new sails-Call (606)
Extra features include
753-4652.
Joe Medd
Murray close to MSU4.
269-7942 betwern 10 and
14-Now
A GROUND LEVEL
fireplace with gas logs,
Call collect 527-8551.
2 EST.
Patterns
Agency
opportunity...Lots, lots,
EXPERIENCED
rentral heat and air,
Street
Slain
506
22
and more lots:. Just
Musical
Of
vinyl
cushion
floor
man.
LUBRICATION
32 Apartments For Rent
basement-, study,
753-5842
en sale at Wiggins
listed in lake area"nice
Aptly in person to
library, and abundant
KIMBALL
MUSIC
FOR RENT, 1 bedroom
Furniture,641 North.
sized" iota for building.
D its n • Taylor
storage areas including
--CENTER 601 Broadapartment. Section 8,
Priced from -42,395. to
Chevrolet, Inc See O.'L
10 closets. This home is
13 Fix Sale Or Trade
way, Paducah, Ky.
federally
subsized
$4,500. Also lots fronting
Mathis.
sure to be a pleasant
apartAcrs from Irving Cobb
ANTIQUE IRON bed
WILL TRADE
,housing, rent is figured
on Hwy. 80 east of
surprise! Let us show it
Hotel. Ph. 443-3879 Shop
excellent.'condition Call
EARN MO to $60 extra
ment size Kenmore
according to income.
.200 x 250... only _ to _you. Phone KOPHardin..
if you like, but check our
759-1078 after 4 p.m
for every 100, envelopes
washer like new, for a
Come by Southsi de
$4,560. Call 753-1492 for
--PERUD -REALTY, 753:
prices. Open late Friday
you address at home.
used 220 volt window air
Manor Apartments.
LORETTA
more
details.
-1221:
formica
and
SALE,
FOR
nights.
conditioner. Call' 436Operate your own
JOBS REALTORS.
lamenated
Wilson
art,
FIVE
ROOM
house
for
2289.
busniness at your own
23. Exterminating
plastic, sizes 2'x4 retired or semi retired
pace. Send for free in14 Want To Buy
ONLY $21,000 for two
Purdom & Thurman
4'1112' at 50 cents per sq.
couple, no pets. Call 753formation to J. E. Endwellings
on
5
acres,
250
hinges
door
Cabinet
ft.
Insurance
& Real Estate
7449.
WANT TO BUY SM-.
terprises, 1235 Oaklawn
feet Hwy frontage about_
pair.
per
cents
10
at
FREE
soufh,,de
court
Square
ferobe
or
chest' of
St. S. E. Lenior N C.
3'1 miles south on 641.
West Ky. Cabinet Co.,
Murray, Kentucky
4
drawer, 759-1415.
Inspection ONE BEDROOM fur28645.
acres near Ketilake
1203 Story Avenue.
i
nished apartment, air
7534451
KelleV's
Port with good well and
conditioned, next to Fair
Termite
2 mobile home hookups,
CALVINATOR
WHY DID YOU
Grounds,121 N. 753-3139.
I'M WAITING
WE HAVE JUST listed a
only $6,500. Galloway
REFRIGERATOR
8
Pest
YELL THAT?
FOR THE ECHO...
reasonably priced two
old,
Realty,
years
505
freezer,
2
Main
Street,
NICE' FURNISHED 1
Control
FROM YOUR
bedroom
Lhorne in a
and
couch
753-5842.
black
vinyl
bedroom apartment,
EMPTY HE AD
100 Smith 1 33f4
central location-. This is
chair. Call 474-2371.
Inquire at 100 S. 13th.
Phone 753-3914
in the vicinity of 6th and
In Business Over
HAVE PROPERTY TO
ELEC,TRIC
30 Years
30"
Vine Street close to
&KIX? If you've been,
ONE ROOM apt. fur'ertifled By EPA
STOVE, Frigidaire, self
.shopping downtown;
thinking of selling why
nished. Working man
cleaning oven, 'Harvest
-school, and hospital. the
not give us a call? You'll
only $50.00 month. Call
26 TV Radio
Gold, 1 year old. Call
home . includes ., the
receive
753-3685.
friendly,
. 437-4577
drapes, refrigerator,courteous service and
WANTED REIPQNstove, and dishwasher.
professional
advice
sntLE party to take up SLEEKNG ROOM, air
, DELUXE FRIGIDAIRE..
conditioned,.
from our five full-time - Call
„JOHN
C.
'payment like new color
avocado green stove
refrigerator,
private
NEUBAUER,
sales
representatives:representatives.':
•
TV. Clayton's (formerly__
entrance. Zimmerman
with 2 more -11+0ntks
We have clients waiting
REALTOR, 206 N. 4th
J and B Music), 753-705:
.
Apartments,S. 16th, 753guarante,„759-1292 after
to purchase all types of-_. St., 75T-0101 or. 753-7531
LARGE SELECTION of
6809.
to see thii good buy.
Real Estate so let us
new Magnavox console
match
a
buyer
to
your
34 Houses For Relit
stereos for only $12.00
21 CU. FT. deep freezer
PAINT YOU A FUTURE
property.
Phone
per month. Clayton's BRICK HOUSE, car, Call 492-8871
of .Success! A longKOPpERUD REALTY,
(Formerly
peted, near University
753-1222 anytime. We
established business in a
.Music), 753-7575.
desirable location. available now, no pets.
make buying and selling
ARRIVING
--roll 753-3942
Owner
real estate easy for you!
will
78 MODEL Pioneer SX
DAILY
'finance. Call LORETTA
36. For Rent Or lease
650 receiver. Two CS
Poplair-Ilenton
Refrigerators, deep
JOBS REALTORS today' .'..•.•:•••
66G three way speakers.
about this outstanding * •
trots:ors, %air
con Seggested retail price
Mini
Offer_ 753-1492.
&toners, stores, at
$1,005.00, for sale.4500.
Warehouse
Murray Ford
Call 753-4641 days, 753Storage Space
3724 after 5.
Tractor
For Rent
527-1468 7538625
4305
753-4758
27 Mobile Home Sales
ELI, ESTABLISHED
BUSINESS'for sale due
to, health reason. For
inforMation write D-12,
Fox Meadows, Murray,
Ky 42071.

$100

IrRINTING

Weather
the
storm

FOR SA1
acres ;
Wiseha
Good
dandy 1
James,
at 753-

COTTA
OR par
Panora
largo
tress,
4311-5l
pointm

HOME
pr ope
ranch I
BR, 1'
living 1
large
room
--drapes
heat.
entrani
area,6
baths 4
rented
month
436-547

wood
cord
miles
One 1
x 3111
as o
8715,

BEAU'!
ACRI
eVeryt
start c
operat
round
fresh s
lush_ g
smalli
us at
LORI

REAt

NOME I
yeer-IP
18,210
"I.
war,.
Mats

ever
fit5111

Wel*
from
tales be**
eselni
reser
rod I
Nes ph
deck. I

Si
Iwo
pet

my

Wel

As

800

QUALITY
REALTY

19 Farm Equipment
FOR SALE tobacco' awl
tomato sticks. Call 4892128.
TRUCK TOOL BOX.
Deluxe, $9 so. Stan'Truck bed
dard, $85 80
protectors, $75.00, Tail
gate prbtector0,
stainless -401, $15.
VinsonTrartor Co. 7534892.
20 Sports Equipment
4414. P. JOHNSON 154'
boat and trailer. Ma
• Record in fatborneter,
$125. Call 434-2538.

FOR SAI.E,1973 mobile
home, furnished with
harvest gold appliances
including washer and
dryer. Very nice. $5000
753-4074 or 753-1877.
LOVELY TWO bedroom
home 'on
mobile
beautifully landscaped
k4 acre-lot. This home is
In excellent condition
with many extras.
Located about 3 miles
out of Murray just off 94
E. MI Hwy 280 about Tit
miles. First gravel road
past East . Elementary,
third mobile home on
the left.

37 livestock Supplies
TEN FEEDER. PIGS, 9
weeks old. $300. 4354548.
_ .
FOR SALE, 11 cows and 9
calves, stock cattle. Call38 Pets

Supplies

SIAMESE KITTENS for
sile, litter trained. Call
436-5856.
SPITZ PUPPIES, $46.
527-0433 after 4:30.
TWO PARRAKEETS
and new cage, $20. 7534418 after 8

A CAREFUL BUYER'S
DREAM - Get ready to
niove into one of
Murray's -sharpest and
most spacious homes.
This hquse• has three .,
bedrooms, 2 large baths,
fireplace and kitchen
with breakfast area.".
Economical central as
heat and ceattail-51C-ii• private patio and an
intercorn far something
extra. It would be our
pleastite to show this
home. to You. Price
reduced $1000. Call
KOPPERUD HEALY;
753-1222.

YD-MAJ
REAL ESTATE
153-8080
•

Pr rrtieSNIMIJII Seriwes
With The Friendly Touch"

Make
Money
Here....7th • & Olive Redecorated duplex
oi
cortle&K- commercially zoned lot.
Potential future bonanza, collect rent on
one side, livo in..the
other. Call About This
One, Today. Boyd
Majors Rell Estate,
105 N. 1

.

7*CI
with c
3 *C
Home

6
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SEE US TO BUY!
LIST WITH US TO SELL!
FOR SALE, by owner; 25
acres 102 mile south of
Wisehirts
Grocery.
Good well and is-lump,
dandy little farm. Call
James, Bob, or Jimmy
at 753-7688 or .763-2394:.

in New
lder home
ideal for
3
plus
ile home
rigerator,
'oner. All
$15,750.
and
abound.
oat Co.,
1787. Shopping

-

HOME PLUS INCOME
property, beautiful
ranch home. 1st floor, 3
baths, ,formal
BR, 1
living and dining room,
large paneled family
room
off kitchen,
--drapes, central air and
heat. Lower floor, 6
entrances off parking
area,8 student rooms, 3
baths and kitchen, fully
rented for fall. $450 per
month income. Phone
436-5479. •

UNIQUE
te 3 acre
west of
me hEis
27' x 25'
with
hardwood.
Electric
11 modern
plus a
fortable

ley People
hi UM Estate"

• 753 7n4
901 Sycamore

•

everything you need to
start cattle rzuich_orhog
operation. Two year
round spring supply
freshwater. 144 acres_ pf
lush greenery. Several
small out buildings. Call
Us and take a look
LORETTA
JOBS
REA1.,TORS, 753-1492. -

A
R
MILY
P•2 bath
in Street
eet deep.
d deck
autifully
ckyard.
s include
gas logs,
and air,
study,
abundant
including
is home is
pleasant
us show it
ne KOPuir,-751!

NOME Plus 2 Apartments. 1411
row teats kelp pity ob.mortgore litre aim throe Mt
two koP6 brick only two blear
wee of 1ASY Cu.,.,. Amylases, Dm rooted fit 91111
mootbly. Mose demo worIA
over $31198. Asking

*woo,le

pi- -:

BOYD-MAJORS'
.
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
Professional Services
With The Friendly Town"

Special-Savings-Spacious....Rolled into one
in this 4 bedroom
home with aluminum
siding. This qualitynewly
build
redecorated home is
your conworth
sideration. 2 acre lot.
In The Low 30's. Boyd
Majors Real F-qtate,
105 N. 12th.

LAKE LOTS for sale by
owner. Lake front and
Lake view, several to
choose from on Ky. Lake
and Barkley Lake.
Terms available. Call
James, Bob, or Jimmy
Futrell at 753-7668or 7532394.

FOR SALE by owner; lot
, for mobile home,
septit"
tank,city water, electric
Carob" lobe only I solloo-;,. service pole, driveway,
from Wormy. l000Nd se 111 sewed down, ready for
tales Comp M. nolo 4.1,5
your mobile home in
bedroom, 1 bolt home Is
SCENIC
ACRES
cootrol hoot sod sir. Meaty of
SUBDIVISION. /
1
2 mile
row 161 4-r-owing fenny,
from East Elementary
good 'order ores, lay, In.
School. Immediate
Soo phony of oboolo, $111011,0011
dock. Itodues4 to $43181.
possission. Call James,
7S3-3263 Anytime
Bob, or Jimmy Futrell
at 753-7668 or 753-2394

, IlornbOoklo Barba Shop
209 Walnut Street
NEW OFFICE POURS
Monday-Friday -7:30-2:30 Saturday 7:30til 5:00
PRICE SHAVE $1.25
PRICE HAIR CUT $1.50
CALL 753-4013
.1111=11.1111
11.11111111
_

immilimmm...w6.

washer.

N. 4th „ ,
r, 753-7531 ;17
boy. . • -8,:•:!---"FUTURE ,";;
A long- •1'...
sineps in a ''fs:__ _
location.
help.____,
I
ARETTA
RS today
tstanding - 1`,

-

S12,000 per year. Do you hove o family? Do you
wont and need more income? We have a S12,000
per year port time business opportunity for you No
investment. Regional expansion program Coll or
write NATIONAL SAFETY ASSOCIATES, 3637 Park
Ave., Suite 210. Memphis, Tn. 38111. Coll collect:1800-238-5329 or 1-901.458 3315

& Moision
eq.
eFea eA/tly
JULY IS...
COUNTRY HAM
MONTH
CO. HAM DINNER
with cornbread A whke beans!

kw $.1125
cornp_e
sprom

•1 (Reg ft,*

CO. HAM BREAKFAST . . . romplete
oney
Olive duplex
- Coined lot.

re bonrent on
ia-the
ut This
Boyd
Estate,

FOR SALE by owner; 65
acre farm in New
Concord, 750 ton silo, 3
phase current, fine deep
well, beautiful building
site' for home, very
scenic, approximately
40 acres tendable, adjoining TVA. Call,
James, Bob, or Jimmy
Futrell at 753-7668 or 7532394.

with'

Homemade biscuits and red-eye-gravy!
4PECIAt '225 YU* S195)

SPECIALS GO ALL DAY-EVERYDAY IN JULY

TON TEA PART/

US 641 North-

Murray, Xy,
'6 AM 21210 rm.fieorinor TH111 T11111110AV
5A1 TtIltDA
6 AM T11. MIUNIGHT-FR11141
7 AM Tn. WPM OPP SUNDA)

FORD customized van.
Has 8 track stereo, C.B.,
AM -FM
radio,
-television, speakers
front and rear, couchbed, ice box, sink, portapotti, carpeted, air
conditioned. Call
0476r,-

MIDipSUMMER
VIA SAIL

'12- 1/O1F

1974 STAKCRAFIT
Starmaster 8, excellent
condition. Call 345-2028
Mayfield after 5 p.m..
ARRQWHEAD CAMPtit
sales has the new
fiberglass cargo cover,
Hwy Ittf East, Mayfield,
Ky. 247-8187.
1972 BONANZA camper,
18'; self contained. Call
753-1934 days or 753-1861
nights.

FOR SALE 2 bedroom.
Aphouse.
stone
proximately 3 acres,
located 641 N. Call 753845e- THREE BEDROOM steel
siding,
furnished,
separate
garage.
Located in Kirksey,
$15,000. Call 489-2492.

HOUSE FOR SALE by
owner. 1614 Kirkwood,
Dr. 3 bedroom, Pt
baths LV, entry hall,
den with dining area,
kitchen with build-in
stove and plenty of
cabinet space, utility
room, electric heat,
fenced back yard with
•toor shed and 10
producing fruit trees.
Call 753-8128 or 753-7906
FOR SALE by owner,
nice 3 bedroom Holiday
Hill stone house on extra
large lot. Large den,
living room, 2 large
baths, all electric, builtin kitchen including
refrigerator. Recreation
room with fireplace,
plenty of closet and
storage, carport and
large covered patio,
black top drive fullcourt basket ball and
pool, also washer-Dryer
and TV tower included.
Possession with deed.
For information call 4892715.

WHITES CAMPER
SALES your garcraft
dealer. You've got a
good thing going with
Starcraft. Compete line
travel trailers, pop ups,
parts and accessories.
Toppers and
used
campers. East 94 Highway, 4 miles from
Murray. Call 753-0605.

1974 HONDA XL 100, low 1966 GMC panel truck, V6, automatic with air,
mileage, $275 436-2689.
a
good Aires, in real good
condition. Can be seen at
BSA" _CUSTOM CHOPMurray Sand Co. or call
PER 650 engine. 'New
Inside and out. Built . 437-4817.
and painted by Jim
DeFew. a rigid frame, 1976 MALIBU Classic,
blue 4door automatic, vHarley rearend, red
8 engine, strong air
crushed velvet seat and
conditioner, power
lots of chrome. Ridden.
less than.10 miles. Very
steering and brakes. LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas inExcellent condition.
reasonable must sell
Call _1-3544206._ Serious - NADA listed as $3500; --stallation
do
will
Bening -for --$295m- car-plumbing, heating,
inquiries-- only.
sewer cleaning. Call 753767-4302 or leave name
7203•
and number at 753-6666.
TRUCK TIRE Sale Hiway tread, 700x15", 6 1971 GTO, real sharp,
asking., $1400 753-7228.
ply, $27.57 plus $2.85
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,
1977 BLACK or red Monte LICENSED ELEC$35.39 plus 63.59 FET
Carlo. Excellent conTRICIAN prompt efWallin
Hardware,
dition. Approximately
ficient service. No job
Paris.
14,000 miles, air, AM, too small. Call Ernest
FOR -TIRES, in-the-field
_radio, power‘steering,
White, 753-0605
,
farm tire service, truck
power brakes, good gas
tire Service, front end
TREES
or
NEED
mileage,- $4700. Phone
alignment, brakes,
or
shrubbery - cut
4314229.
shocks, tune-ups, actrimmed? Call George
cessories, and prompt
Landoll, 753-4707
THUNDERBIRD,
1974
service, phone AdAM-FM 8 track,stereo,
vanced, Inc., 759-47
tilt steering wheel, FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
cruise control, power
for free estimates for
seat and window and
your'needs.
lock,53,000 actual miles,
$4500. Call 753-7745. ,
WATER WELLS. Smith
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.
1967 FIREBIRD, high
an OLDS Delta 88, 4Call 1-527-1836 after 5
door, hard top, has AMs performanCe, rebuilt 400
FM 8 track stereo, air,
motor and transmission. ' p.m.
power steering and
767-4255.
CARPET-CLEANING at
brakes, good condition.
reasonable rates.
Call 492-8322.
1971 FORD Maverick,
Prompt and efficient.
automatic. radio, exCustom Carpet Care,
19'76 REGAL V-8, 2 door, • cellent condition. Call
753-13S.
loaded, excellent con- • 753-7853.
diton. Call 753-0693 or
759-4455.
1966 BUICK LA SABRE,
red, excellent condition.
FOR SALE 1950 FORD
Power steering, power
pick-up _truck flat head
brakes, automatic
,
V-8 motor fully restored
transmission air conQUALITY SER1UCL to original conditios.
'ditioner excellent,
Company Inc. Air conNew upholstered and
recently pafnted, new
dition sales and sercarpet. AM-FM radio
tires two owners, 8595.
vice. Modern ,O.e.et
and 8 track'tape player.
Call 753-8120
metal
department.
Real good tires. Call
Larry,-Wisehart;
after 5 p.m. 901-812-7010.
President. Phone 731978 MUSTANG, 2 plus 2,
power and air. V-6 4000
miles. 753-4112.
S
.

BY` OWNER
on Cir•
carama Dr., 3 bedroom
brick, living room and
,dining area combioed,
• built 'in garage, dishwasher, •disposal,
10 LAKE LOTS oet-Blood - refrigerator, range with
hood, washer and dryer,
River Bay. All near
and curtains withhouse,
waterfront, 100 x 200,
7 large-closets. Call 753_ power line, running
4673.
water, school bus and
mall route. $3000 each,
BY OWNER, 4 large
10 per cent down. Call
bedrooms, 2 baths,
436-2427.
_
kitchen -den
with
fireplace, central
LARGE SHADED lot on
gas heat, quiet area with
Doran Road, 1.14 acres
shade, patio with as
or 180 x 275 could well be
grill. Over 2000 feet
the best residential lot
living area and large
left in town. Call James
garage. In Bagwell
or Bob Futrell at 753Manor, call 753-9602.
7668 or 753-2394.

$44,5011,

T listed a
reed two
e in a
. This is
of 6th and
close to
owntown;
ital. the
des , the

TWO LOTS for sale at
Cypress Cove. 170 x 100
feet. deep. Contact Mr.
W.
F.
Moreland,
Marion, Ky. 502-9652911.

112 N. 7111 STREET. 3 300 ACRES, prime
bedroom brick on very
development land near
nice lot. 3 bedrooms,
TVA recreation area:living room, dining
Call 436-5820.
room, kitchen, 1 '42
baths, basement. Nice
FOR SALE by owner;.Lot
residential
II-11
/
2 miles east of
neighborhood but zoned B-2_
Murray. City water, no
for future $20,500. THE , restrictions, not in a
NELSON SHROAT CO.
subdivision. Call Bob
REALTORS, Uncle
Futrell 753-7668 or 753Jeff's Shopping Center,
2394.
759-1707.

wooded lots on Con••ord Road. Two
miles from Murray.
120 x 250, one 120
N.: 306. Prefer to
as one lot. call 7538715. 9 to 5. 753-3.128
after 5.

up to-s
style -4or •
this op.
you buy.
for more
t KOPTY, 753-

• COTTAGE ON LAKE. 3
II partly furnished at
Parierama Shores. Chi
large lot with fruit
roes, $12,500. Call
I 431.5830 for
point/Dont.

Guy Spann Realty

FOR SALE, 1974 Oldsmobile Royale, power
and Tir, low mil
good condition,
Call 753-654.
1972 mrottuRy wagon,
runt good with trailer
towing package. Call
436-2632...
1972
CUTLESS
SUPREME
cornvertible,
execellent
condition. 753-2671 or
753-1798.

FOR SALE BY OWNER,
new on market brick, 3
bedroom carpeted, walk 1914 FORD
pickup, 6
in closets, 2 baths, 2 car
standard new motor,
garage with a storage
consider trade for car.
room, central gas heat
753-7523.
and electric air, entry
hill, living room, large 1971 TRIUMPH TR-6,
$3000, excellent conden with wood burning
dition. Call 753-9920.
fireplace and dining
area, kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, STEPSIDE VAN, $500
Call 753-6556 after 5 p.m.
built-in stove With hood,
food center and many
cabinets, utility room 1974 FORD CAPRI, new
tires good condition. •
with built-in cabinets,
Call 492-8890 after 5 p.m.
central vacuum, patio
with grill, intercom, 1977
GMC pick-up. short
landscaped, near high - atop side,
custom
School, 804 Minerva
painted, automatic,
Place, 753-0196 or 753- _ „power
steering and
7906.
brakes, air. 753-0680. •
•
1975 VOLKSWAGEN
RABBIT 2 Door hatchback deluxe. Car is in
excellent condition with
25,000 actual miles. Red
exterior with white
interior. $2450.00 tall 1354-8217 after 4.

-

_ rldaiikt•ilYdraulic and air equipment. We have
high pressure hoses and fittings.
Hwy. 1346 off 84 East
436-27841

PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.
fiEAUTIFY your home
with lightweight easy-toinstall Eldorado Stone.
No costly footings or
foundations. 100 percent
fireproof
masonary
product. Less than the
cost of natural stone.
Use for interior or exterior. An excellent doit-yourself project or we
will install. Buy direct
from
our factory.
Timber-Lodge Stone and
Fireplace, 706
N.
Market Street, Paris,
Tenn. 3822. Phone 901642-1328.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 4354343.
WILL DO SEWING in my
home. 7 years • experience. Call 489-2566
after 4:30 p.m. Monday Friday..

Price Reduced. Three bedroom, wallto wall carpet, central heat and air, fenced backyard,
paved driveway and much more. Immediate occupancy. Call us today.
'

60' Mobile home on 2 lob, Turnied(ed,
x 50',
porch with wrought iron' railing, storage
building, deep well. PlieeCi reduced - excellent
retirement property.

MOBILE HOME
2-Bedroom,furnished, vacant. Price reduced, 1
milefrom university.

Three bedroom brick veneer,1% baths,large lot,
quality home priced to sell. Owners re-locating,
immediate occupancy. 31A2 miles S..E. of Murray.

GUTTERING BY SEARS
Sears continuous gutter
installed. per your
specifications.
Call
Sears 75372310 for free
estimates.
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS, underpinning
awnings, carports and
roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5
-p.m. or weekends.

Cottage in Pine Bluff Sfiores near lake access.
Fine vacation or weekend cottage or retirement
- property. Only $15,900. -

POE YOUR. septic tank'
and backhoe work
needs. Also .septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.
,WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
- write Morg-an Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A.. Paducah,
Ky. 42001. Phone day
or night 442-7026.
ALL TYPES backhoe -and
, septic tank work. Field
tile lines installed, 28
experience.
yeaps
Licensed through Health
Department. Call Rex
Camp, 753-5933.

Economy-frame cottage 3 miles Southeast of
Murray. Extra lot, prieed to sell.

$iew 3 bedroom brick veneet, large lot. Lors of
'closets & cabinets, wall to wall carpet, attached
garage,342 miles from Murray. Price reduced.

and
BUSHOGGING
discing. Call 753-1261.
NOW SPRAYING for
termites and pest,
reasonable rates. I do
the work myself. Call
753-1603 after 5 p.m.
B AND J HYDRAULICS.
Service calls or in-shop
repair or hydraulic
parts, jack rebuilding,
_price starting at $1750
Hwy 1346 off 94 East Cat"
438-2788.
•

Three or four bedroom brick'veneer home on 114
acres,2/
1
2 miles S. E.of Murray.Swimming pool,
largg recreation room with wood burning
firephrce. Large shade trees. Concrete block'
storage building. Priced in 40's.

BARKLEY MEL
INSULATION BLOWN
IN by Sears save on
these high heat and
cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310
for
free
estimates.

Two level, 5 bedroorrfbrick, two full
ceramic baths, 'huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has . other interest. Price
$110,000.

ao
WILL
WOMAN
housework, 759-4615.

Ohio Valley RooKstato
701

PERRESPONSIBLE
SON will wash and
vocuum your car weekly
at your home in Murray
for $3.00, Call 492-8441.
before 7 pm.

WEist 9th, Owensboro, Ky.42301

SPRAY PAINTING °Pall
kinds. Metal roofs,
barns, farms and
homes. Call Ralph
Worle , 436-2563.

REMODELING?
REDECORATING?
REPAIRING?

Beautiful lakeside-home, nicely landscaped on
black,top road, gentle slope to water's edge. Two
'wood-burning fireplaces, located on •schoorbus
'route. Excellent year round home.

BUILDING LOTS
Wehave several choice building lots.
.Kennianna -$2500
.Panorania Shores $2000
•Wiswell Road
.Grove Heights
.Lynnwood Estates
.Fairview Acres

DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY

If VOU plan on doing any of these and
a bathroom is involved, you need to
see

A WHITE MALE Poodle
Terrier,,1 year old house
trained, shots and
licensed. See at Dr.
Converse's Clinic, 13th
South Main.

.29.9 Acres near Oaks Country Club
.36 Acres with frame house, water •arid 84'wer
lines on property:Adjoining city limits Choi
investment property.

-

Thornton Tile
and Marble

FREE TO GOOD home,
'beautiful part German
Sheperd and Collie Dog.
Good watch dog but will
net bite. Good dog for.
small boy on farm_ Call
753-8270 after 4.

Fulton Young
Really
/53 7333
Eyed Sbooklers 753-8871

Wu Towle
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Dr. White Speaker

Elm Grove Baptist Church Plans
Revival With Rev. Moore
The, Elm Grove Baptiq Churctlansiille Ind. He is
Church will begin revival a native of Cadiz and has been
service& on Monday. July 10. -tb the ministry for 21 years,
having pastbred churches in
They will continue thrO 1 • 1
the week closing on
,` Eddyville, Princeton. and
Gary, Ind.
Rev. Moore has served on
the finance committee on one
occasion and as a pastorcounselor on Atwo occasions
.Biffy .Graham
during
,crsivarips He has served on
many
committees. and'
programs of the church in
Kentucky and Indiana.
The guest evangelist spend
ten days in Trinidad in an
evangelistic mission program.
along with the Rev. Calvin
Wfikins, pastor at Elm Grove
Church, and in June 1977 Fas
given the honor of participating in the program of
the Southern Baptist Convention that met in Kansas
City.
Rev. Moore is married to
Adams'o
eir.-1Mna1d Moore
Cadiz arid they have one son,
July 16. Services will be at Terry Don, age thirteen.
7:30 p.m. Monday through
The church is located six
Saturday and at 6:45 p.m on miles east of Murray on HighSunday.
way .94. The churth nursery
The evangelist for the will be open for the services,
revival will be the Rev. according to the pastor, the
Donald Moore, pastor of the Rev. Wilkins, who invites the
Baptist public to attend.
First ,Southern

Christian Church To Hear Pastor

SIZ7•11

For Services At
Memorial Church
The Rev. Dr. Jerrell White,
pastor of the 1Memorial
Baptist Church, wilt speak on
the subject, "Tener Con-trot" with scripture from
Ephesians 4:26-27, at the 10:5•
ajm. 'worship services on
Sunday, July a..

SAV

immoommuum■■■•■•■■■BeamummulN
111 SAVE
sTEAK
a
ER
RANCH
•

:

"Ctitne Thou Fount" will be
the Selection by the sanctuat
choir with J. T. Lee as
edirector, Margaret Wilkins as
organist, and Jane Rogers as
pianist. Rob Lough, deacon of
the week, will assist in ttie
services.

THE REV. EDWIN M.
O'NEAL pastor of Wayman's
Chapel A. M. E. Church,
Murray, will be honored at
"Pastors Appreciation" day
on Sunday, July 9, with
special services at seven
At the seven p.m. service
p.m. with the Rev. C. E. Timberlake, pastor of St. John's the Rev. White will speak on
Missionary Baptist Church, the subject, "Your Life
as speaker.- The choir of St. Model': with scriptiire froiL
John's will present special Ephesians 5:1-2. The %I-music-. Mena- -R. McCall,-ifinanct: j baptiAnw_ill_.be
Novella Kinerly, and Mary P. observed at the evening
Briggs are in charge of the service.
arrangements for the special
Church Teaching will be at
event to honor the pastor 9:40 a.m. with Elbert
on his first anniversary as Thomason as director, and
pastor at the church, and his Church Training at six p.n•J
wife, Mary D. O'Neal.
with J. T. Lee as director.

Offer good when you order the
complete meal, which Includes potato
and Stockade Toast
Every family member •
who orders this complete meal
saves money'
Prices effective at
participating
&nom Stockades

•SAVE
■
a

_

To Hear Pastor At

Bro. John Dale To
Speak Sunday

Sunday Services

Young People On Mission
McDougal, Torn Moody, Mary
Morris, . Debbie Newell,'
Patti
Newell,
Howard
Robinson, Julie Sams. Carol
Sears, Steve Sears, Danna
Shipley, Karen Shipley,
Randy Sorrow, Marl Vinson,
Whitlow, Rebecca
Pat
Whittaker, Lisa Yates, and
Jon Bri es.

-St. John's Church
Plans Observance
Here On Sunday

HONKtTt.Lif5,241lk

RI64T,„

A

/OWNER 10

r

CUT IT OUT!

Friday's Puzzle Solved
diac
0130 00E1
2 Registered
Cleinin GOO Ca01113
nurse
islang)
000 ri013 DODO
tabbr
6 Sharpens'
130110013
3 Three-toed
Negation
Min 13013
sloths
12 Beast
4 Fill
14 Weg'attve
OCIDOO.13 COMM]
5 Nam*., flat BOOto
• prefix
-15 Brand
ballets
0009a10 00001510
17 South Amer- 6 Occurs
(301:1 000
7 Preposition 0300013
ican capital
000000
•
18-Pinch
8 Nothing
oiio
SMOG
0010
Arabian
20 Russian
9
In00
000
MOM
chieftain
stockade
10 Man's name MOO 000 COCO
22 Alcoholic
31 m use 0
. pbt, 43 Girl's nem.
!
11 Roadside
beverage
23 Wife of
. 46 Aryan 4ri: )
restaurant
dry
Geweine33 Tannethee
f 3 Tibetan
pBtinita4leipr oitrte
vad
25 Gravestone
priests
• 35,Tropical
27 Babylonian 16 Partner
48
fruits (pi i
19 Heaps
28 deity
on
M
. 38 Omits from 51 G
Moslem
Irritates
21 Flush with
pronunmound
30 Glossy
success,
53 Obstruct
dation
paints
24 Mephisto56 Prefix
37 Snick and
, 39 Water
pheles
32 Bed
down
34 Mk_ '
wheels
58 Note of
26 Sends tOrth
35 Fond hopes 29 Fathers
40 Separate
scale
....
arboylonian
Be
38 8

mesa

ACROSS
1 Marliwria

THE REV. JACK DOOM will
be the evangelist at the
revival meeting to be held at
the New Mt. Carmel Baptist
Church,-Highway 121 South
past New Concord, starting
Sunday, July 9, and con- 52 Tetrarch of
tinuing throegh Sunday, July
Galilee
16. Sunday services will be 54 Negative
prefix.
Sunday School at ten a.m.
Withdraw
55
and preaching at eleven a.m. 57 Biblical
and six p.m. • Services
mountain
thrilughout the week will be 59 Beef animal
at the 7:10 p.m. each '60 Residences
evening. A nursery will be DOWN
1 Sign of zoprovided.
-

COUPON FXPIRES AUGUST 6, WO.
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Sill-K-BOB

••

Otter good when you order the
complete meal, which Includes potato
and Stockade Toast
Every family member
who orders this complete meal,
saves Money'
PricetreMschve at

.3a

TOTAL $3.88
LESS COUPON
DISCOUNT -.50
YOU PAY ONLY $3.38
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1_ SAVE
111
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CHOPPED STEAK $1.99
ON THE
50 CENTS
CLIP AND SAVEp
mil
Com
lUTRIP TO OUTI SALAD BAR-.79-

. Offer good when you order the

DRINK

Ell

Every family member
who orders this cOmplete meal
saves money!
Prices effective at
participating_
sirloin Stockades

III

a

uvib
a'

- TOTALS3.08

complete meal, which Includes potato
and Stockade Toast

a

.30

eVia

II

LESS COUPON DISCOUNT -.50
YOU PAY ONLY $2.58
COUPON EXPIRrS AUGUST 6, 1176.

U

in
IIMIMI1111111■■■■■■■■■■■iinnimiumumus
CLIP AND SAVE 50 CENTS ON

THE

SEMI'BATES A

SHRIMP MATES $2.69
TRIP TO/OUR SALAD BAR .79
.30
DRINK

•

Offer.good when you order the
TOTAL13.78
complete meal, which includes potato
and Stockade Toast
LESS COUPON
Every family member
DISCOUNT -.50
who orders this complete meal.
YOU
PAY ONLY $3.28
saves Moneyl
,
Pocse effective at
participating
EXPIRES AUGUST 6, 1976.
COUPON
Sir pin Stockades

mmum■■■■■mmumm■■■■■■■■■01
SAVE
:
FISH DINNER $1.99
CUP AND SAVE SO CENTS ON THE
A TRIP TO OUR SALAD BAR .79
.30
DRINK
Offer good when you order the
$3.08
TOTAL
includes potato

FISH DINNER

•

complete meal, which
Ind Stockade Toast
Every family member
who orders this complete meal
saves money,.
Pnces affective al
participatingades
Sirloin Sto

CUP AND SAVE 50 CENTS ON THE

ORME

LESS COUPON
DISCOUNT -.50
YOU PAY ONLY $2.58

GERMAN STYLE SAUSAGE

Offer good when you order th•
complete mealj which Includes potato
and Stockade Toast

mmi

Gi
the
of tt
tonil
and

mullet/ sx/Dists suausr ST167$,

STYLE SAUSAGE

Every family member
r-Wflo orders this complete meal
saves money'
Prices effective at
participating
Sirloin Stockades

•

"T(

$1.99

A TRIP TO OUR
SALAD BAR .79
DRINK .30
TOTAL $3.08
LESS COUPON
DISCOUNT -.50
YOU PAY ONLY $2.58

COUPON EXPIRES AUGUST 6, 1976.
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SHE 5115 THERE IN HER
CAR,ANC' EVERY TIME ,
teOU MAKE A 6000 SNOT
SHE HONKS THE HORN!

a
- rLIN
STOCKAD
HEIr Shopping Center

7.9

r

$2.79
.79

--COUPON 17114111$ AUOUST L187.S.

mouth

41 kApn's nick
name
42 Inclines
44 Halt
45 Gratuity
47 Vapor
19 AngloSaxon
money
i re. for
prrienpa
50 P

LESS COUPON
DISCOUNT -.50
YOUJAY ONLY $ 4.58

A TRIP TO OUR SALAD BAR
DRINK

a

Methodist Church

St. John's Baptist Church
will observe. Men and
Women's Day,Sunday, July 9,
with the theme for the' day
being -Men and Women of
h aith.
Junior Greer is serving as
chairman and Florence
Hudspeth as Co-chairman for
the occasion.
St. John's will host Mt. Live
Baptist Church -of Waverly,
Tenn. The Mt. Olive pastor,
Rev. .C. Bryant will be the
speaker at 3 p.m. and the Mt.
Olive choir will furnished the
music..
The Rev. C. E. Timberlake,
Pastor of St. John's Baptist
cordially invites the public to
attend the services.
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Regular Services At First Baptist_S_unday
The First Baptist Church
will hold regular worship
services on Sunday, July 9, at
10:45 a.m. and seven pin. with
the pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill
--Whittidter, to.speak on 'The
- Kingdom Is Theliord'eSiiith

TOTALS 5.08
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scripture, Obadiah 1-4,21b,
morning, and "Little Hearts
"Beliefs Do Count" will be ••Jesus. Joy of Man's
In A Big World" with scripthe subject of the mini-sermon Desiring" with Mrs. Maxine
ture, Jonah 1:1-3;3:10-4;11.
to be delivered by the Rev. Dr. Clark aS-organist. _
evening.
David C. Roos at the First
A self-study wi,11_ begiyen to
Dan Shipley, deacon of the
Christian Church on Senday,-. the congregation to hike
week, will assist in tile ser_ during the worship, hour
Jul,y9..at 10:45 emsvices.
Walt Apperson will serve as. part of the overall evaluation
Miss Karen Atkins will be
Mrs. that the Rev. Tony Dunnavant
leader.
. worship
organist and Mrs. Vicki
I bill.Divinity School
Margaret Porter will direct .of Yana-:
Sorrow, pianist, with Wayne
the
in
directing
the-Chancel Choir as they sing is
Halley, minister of music, to
congregation.
co
direct the church choir as/they
Elders serving for The
Sing "Rejoice" at 10:45 and "I
Lord's Supper will be Johnny
Will Sing of My Redeemer" at
Reagan and Preston Holland.
the evening hour..
•
Deacons serving 'will be
Mrs. Cynthia Turnbow will
Bro. John Dale will speak at James § lp copton,_ Mike
E. sing a solo at the morning hour
:Walter
-Dr.Rev.Thethe 8:3P atm.. 1010 a.m., and Holton, Robert Hopkins, Mischke, Jr., . pastor of the . and Mr. Halaley at the.evening
six pin. worship services bn towel sratis,. and Don First United Methodist hour.
Stindsisri4ply 9, at the Seventh mccintVolunteer nursery workers Church, will sOelsh op- the
Amy Roos will be can- subject, "Sources otSpfritataL _Sunday morning will be Mr..'"'
apdP0Plile Church of ChristHis morning subject will be dlelighter and • Mrs. Lora
Strength3 at the 8:45 and 10:50 and Mrs. Ray Clarki--Mrs:"Mk,' Seek. Knock" with Arnold and Mr. and' Mrs. R. a.m. worship services on David Travis, Miss'PatSchscripture from Matthew 7:7" H. Robbins will be greeters.
meiter, Mrs. Durwood Beatty,
July 9.
Sunday.
11. and his evening subject
The God and Country award
Jackson will Miss Lynne Beatty, Mrs. Joe
Miss
Karen
p.m.
four
at
meet
will
class
What
Preach
will be ."Can I
Tammy
sing a solo, "The Lord Is My Rexroat, Miss
You Practice?" with scripture with the God Squad to meet at
both services.
Ddhcan, _Miss Tracy Duncan,
at
Shepherd"
'
from Acts 1:1,
5:30 p.m. and the Senior High
Paul Shahan will direct the Mrs. Allen Russell, ar.d Miss
Assisting in the services will group at six p.m.
with Mrs. Richard Lisa Russell.
music
MoseleY,
Owen
be Jack Ward,
The Sunday evening vesper - Farrell as organist. Mr. and
Sunday School will be 49:30
!tacky Ryan, Gene McDougal- at six p.m. will feature a panel
J. B. Wilson will . be a.m., Church Training for
Mrs.
McNutt.
„Ron
The
Gary Ftowland,
discussion entitled "How
greeters for Sunday.
youth and Church Council will
Jerry Bolls. Gary Lamb, Joe Church Can Be More Help To
Church School will be held meet at six p.m., and the
Ken
Farley, Bob. the _ Di5orced and Single
Garland,
at 9:45 a.m. on Sunday.
deacons will meet at eight
hfiller„ Lenith Rogers, and Parent Families" with Mrs.
The United Methodist p.m. on Sunday.
Loruili1SUROLBillie Burton, Mrs. Judy.Cook, Women will meet Tuesday at
,The V/MI.1 general meeting
Presiding for The 1"d's and Mrs. Ruth Daughaday as -tea a.m. in the Hale Chapel will be held Tuesday„ at 9:30 ,
•
Supper will - bik---Vorncia 'punel members with Dr. Roos with executive committee
a.m., with the Rev Earl •
Anderson. Steve Simmena, as moderator. The panel
meeting at nine a.m.
,Warford as speaker.
and,Charleg- discussion with questions
Webb
Lamb. Pam sills win be the from the audience is open to
United feature Syndicate
teen nursery helper
the public.
Crossword Puzzler

A group of young people
from the First Baptist Church
left Friday at five a.m. for a
mission trip to Indian
Reservations in Muddy Creek.
Lame Deer, Ashland, and
Birney in the state of Montana.
4
Those making the trip were
Kay Adams. Kim Alley, David
Bates. Lee Bryan, Mitzi
Cathey,, Ruth Gray, Lisa
Jones, Paula Madison.. Angie

RANCHER STEAK $3.99
INAKR .79
A TRIP TO OUR SALADDRB

CUP AND SAVE 50 CENTS ON THE
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